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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate to what extent Grieg Seafood ASA (GSF)

should cooperate with peers in the implementation of their strategy “GSF 2020 Program

for Sustainable Growth” in order to achieve a competitive advantage.

To fulfil our objective, an external analysis has been conducted as point of departure. The

industry analysis is performed in order to examine the industry of which GSF operates

and determine the forces that shape competition, structure and profitability. An internal

analysis of GSF has further been conducted in order to explore the company´s competencies

and competitive viability in the industry. The purpose of this analysis is to reveal GSF´s

resources and capabilities, and hence the strengths and weaknesses that enables the

company to exploit industry opportunities and defend against threats.

The findings from the industry analysis reveal that the key success factors that are critical

performance areas for the competitive position of industry players are cost-efficiency,

maximum utilization of licenses, gaining new licenses, economies of scale and technological

developments. The internal analysis further finds that the value generated in the industry

is mainly captured by industry players, and to some extent by suppliers. The technological

developments in the industry are found to enhance the industry´s profit potential.

The internal analysis finds that GSF possess the necessary resources to implement their 2020

Program. Though the resources and capabilities are not creating a source of competitive

advantage for the company. Findings further reveals that GSF should cooperate with

peers in several of the investments required to implement the strategies that comprise the

2020 program for sustainable growth. These collaborative measures may improve GSF´s

performance of key success factors and enhance the company´s competitive position.

The thesis concludes that GSF must to some extent implement cooperative measures with

peers in order to solve the biological challenges in the industry and facilitate future growth.

Though, it is uncertain whether future collaboration will result in a competitive advantage

for the company.
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1. Introduction and Motivation 1

1 Introduction and Motivation

As one of the largest industries in our country, the Norwegian Atlantic salmon industry

has experienced an exceptional development in recent years. From 2008, a strong salmon

price and high sales volumes have resulted in abnormal revenues and profits. High

salmon prices, an increased demand, both in existing and new markets, together with a

limited and centralized supply have been the main drivers behind this progressive industry

development (EY, 2018). Though, the industry players are largely affected by high costs

due to biological issues, governmental restrictions, current raw material prices and a weaker

NOK. Environmental challenges such as sea lice, algae and fish death are calling upon a

need of new measurements to reduce the biological footprint caused by the salmon farming

industry.

Despite the tremendous growth in the salmon farming industry, the biological challenges

and have resulted in a stakeholder concern about the industry´s sustainability. The

biological challenges have resulted in strict regulations imposed by the government, where

salmon production is regulated by licenses and maximum allowed biomass (MAB). These

regulations have forced Norwegian salmon producers to mainly grow by mergers or

acquisitions, leading to a greater industry consolidation. In Norway, the government

has introduced new policies to resolve the biological challenges in the industry. These

regulations call for a sustainable focus of fish farming and rewards technological testing

and innovations. One of the companies that have particularly changed focus towards a

sustainable salmon farming production is Grieg Seafood ASA (GSF).

Since its listing in 2007, Grieg Seafood has experiences growth through new innovations,

acquisitions and operations. In 2017, the company celebrated their 25th anniversary,

marking the beginning of a new era where the salmon pioneer aims to take a leading

role in digital salmon farming to make better and more sustainable decisions (Capital

Markets Update, 2018). From 2017, GSF has rolled out their digital strategy GSF 2020

Program for Sustainable Growth, consisting of the four strategic focus areas to ensure

sustainable growth; Post-smolt Strategy, Digitalization in Salmon Farming, Biosecurity and

Fish Welfare and Expansion Opportunities. The company is applying sensor technology,
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artificial intelligence and big data to ensure that their vision “Rooted in nature – farming

the ocean for a better future” is fulfilled. The GSF 2020 improvement program comprises

specific targets, initiatives and reports from each region in order to monitor and ensure the

progress from their new digitalization strategy. The measures taken are all part of GSF´s

initiatives to take an active role in ensuring sustainable food production in the ocean.

1.1 Problem Formulation

Despite new economic records in the Norwegian salmon industry – in the form of export

value, margins and share prices – harvesting volumes has stagnated since 2012. The reason

is that the industry is operating under full capacity utilization seen from a sustainable

perspective. The authorities are therefore restrictive in issuing new licenses and many

players, including GSF, have problems with fully utilizing their existing licenses and

creating further growth opportunities (Sletmo, 2018).

Notwithstanding the high salmon prices and demand of Atlantic salmon, the issues affecting

GSF and its industry are that licenses are underutilized. Future growth opportunities are

reliant on improved efficiency of current licenses or gaining development licenses though

the application of new technology. The government is only issuing new licenses to salmon

farmers that are testing or applying new technology that will mitigate the problems of

algae, sea lice and other negative environmental footprints. To increase efficiency of current

licenses, the industry players needs to develop more cost-effective measures to prevent

destruction of salmon in cages due to sea lice, algae blooms and physiological defects.

As one of the first movers in the industry, Grieg Seafood has developed a new strategy

that is using a technological point of departure to increase their efficiency problems,

mitigate the risk factors in the industry and potentially gaining new development licenses.

Their strategy GSF 2020 Program uses sensor systems, big data, artificial intelligence and

automation as measurement to decrease fish mortality in the sea and prevent substantial

environmental footprints. A post-smolt strategy, aiming at developing smolt up to 500

grams, is initiated to increase the size of smolt and thereby decrease the time each fish

spends in the cages. The result will contribute to a more efficient and sustainable salmon
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farming, both for GSF and the rest of its industry players.

However, as large environmental and biological challenges are threatening the salmon

farming industry as a total, GSF and its industry players are reliant on solving the capacity

and cost issue to ensure sustainable growth. The question is to what extent the salmon

farming pioneers should cooperate to ensure this sustainability and what competitive

consequences that will follow. Making data available to others may be critical to ensure

privacy of resources to competitive advantage for Grieg Seafood. Though, the benefits

from taking cooperative measures with peers may mitigate the biological risks and costs

associated with salmon farming. The results could lead to a more sustainable salmon

farming in the entire industry and affect the Government´s decision-making and license

allocation and thus creating growth opportunities for GSF.

1.2 Research question

The purpose of our thesis is to analyze the new technological strategy of GSF and the

measurements the company has applied in solving the industry and company specific

challenges. We want to investigate to what extent the measurements and investments

should be implemented solely by GSF or in cooperation with peers and investigate the

potential effects of this newly applied strategy. Moreover, we want to discover what

consequences cooperative measurements will have on the competitive position of GSF in

the industry. Thus, our problem definition is:

To what extend should GSF cooperate with peers in the implementation of

their strategy “GSF 2020 Program for Sustainable Growth” in order to achieve

competitive advantage?

In order to answer our problem definition, insights about the salmon farming industry,

the competitive landscape and its value drivers and risk factors are needed. We will need

to examine the sources of competitive advantage in the industry and to Grieg Seafood.

An analysis of GSF´s resources and capabilities are further needed to examine impact of

investments and discuss whether GSF can carry out necessary investments in the future.

Finding from the industry analysis will form the basis for deciding to what extent GSF
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should cooperate with its peers in implementing their 2020 program for sustainable growth,

and how future technology and trends will affect GSF and the industry in general.

1.2.1 Sub-questions

In order to answer the problem formulation and research question, the following sub

questions must be answered:

Industry Analysis

• What is the geographical scope of competition and products in the industry?

• What are the underlying forces that drives competition in the industry?

• How is the value creation distributed in the industry?

• How are the technological developments affecting the competitive forces?

Internal Analysis

• What are the key success factors in the industry?

• What are the necessary resources for implementing GSF 2020 Program?

• Which of these necessary resources does GSF possess?

• To what extent may the resources contribute to a competitive advantage?

• What future requirements are needed for the implementation of GSF 2020 Program?

• Which future investments should be implemented individually or in collaboration

with peers?

• What are the possible outcomes and expansion opportunities resulting from the 2020

Program?

1.2.2 Methodology and Limitations

This section will present methodological consideration for the thesis by presenting collected

data, how it has been analyzed, theory and evaluation of resources. The main purpose
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is to provide the reader with a comprehensive overview by emphasizing the relationship

between theory, analysis and findings.

The main body of the thesis consists of external and internal analysis, and it is therefore

written from an analyst´ perspective. The thesis is solely based on publicly available

data, as GSF is listed on the Norwegian Stock Exchange and there are large amounts of

data available. The primary sources of information consist of GSF´s annual, quarterly

and strategy reports, which is secondary data published from the company itself. Other

sources of information are retrieved from company websites, industry reports, analyses

from investment banks and newspaper articles. Academic journals, books, literature and

other literature are also supporting the collection of information. Finally, Industry-specific

reports and statistics from various interest groups such as the Norwegian Seafood Council,

the Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries and the Norwegian Veterinary Institute will also

be applied, supported by statistical data from the Norwegian Stock Exchange and Yahoo

Finance. These sources will provide valuable insights for the analysis of the industry,

company and digitalization strategy.

As much of the collected data is from online newspaper articles and other sources of web

pages, the data has been carefully evaluated. This improves the validity and reliability

of data, as these resources often are secondary sources and not original. The majority of

these resources are therefore collected from well-known industry webpages and Norwegian

online newspapers and business papers. Data from industry-specific reports, analyses from

investment banks, journals, academic books and other literature are perceived as being

reliable and valid secondary sources. Information and data from GSF´s own webpages,

annual reports and other company specific material is also a reliable and valid source of

data.

Though, company specific reports, such as the annual report, provides information of

GSF´s activities throughout the year. The qualitative data may be positively biased with

a focus on most successful or profitable activities of the company. However, much of the

information form these sources are quantitative data, which is considered to be reliable. It

is therefore necessary to assess the financial statements in order to increase reliability of

information. We do also recognize that subjectivity may occur, especially with regards to
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secondary sources where the original sources are unknown.

The frameworks, theories and models applied in the thesis will be presented in a brief

manner before they are used in the analysis to answer the research question. This will

provide the reader with an improved understanding of the purpose of each section and the

relationship between findings, methodology and conclusions.

• As the thesis is subject to own objectives and interpretations for answering the

research question and problem definition, some limitations will apply:

• The thesis is written from an external analyst´ point of view.

• As GSF and peers are listed on the Norwegian Stock Exchange, the thesis will mainly

be based on publicly available information, except for equity reports and analyses

from investment banks

• Theories and models will be briefly explained, as is it assumed that the reader has a

general understand and prior knowledge to these.

• Except for the analysis of substitute commodities, the thesis will be solely focus on

Atlantic salmon. The expressions “salmon” or “fish” therefore implies this specific

specie.

• As GSF´s 2020 Program for sustainable growth was initiated in 2017, qualitative

and quantitative data applied in the thesis will mainly comprise data from 2017 and

2018.

• The suppliers in the industry is limited to the feed suppliers, as feed is the most

important input in production and constitutes the majority of costs.

1.3 Defining the Technologies for GSF 2020 Program

GSF’s 2020 program for sustainable growth aims to apply artificial intelligence, big data,

advanced sensors and automation to achieve better decisions. To get a better understanding

of the technologies GSF intends to utilize with its Precision Farming strategy, this section

will further elaborate on the topic. The idea is that these four elements combined will
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help GSF to realize their goals.

Sensor Technology and Image Analysis: With the use of sensor technology and image

analysis, GSF is able to acquire data on the environmental conditions both in and around

the farms, such as oxygen, temperature, current and salinity. The technology allows for

accurately monitoring of algae blooms, making GSF potentially able to correctly identify

the species, prevalence and depth distribution of any algae present. Being able to accurately

determine the type of algae at an early stage enables GSF to decide on the appropriate

feeding response. By optimizing the environment, it may be achievable to always keep the

salmons’ appetite and growth at the highest possible level (GSF Annual Report, 2018).

Thus, improving the feeding efficiency.

Big Data Analysis and Artificial Intelligence: By combining data analytics and smart-

algorithms it is possible to support the salmon farmers with real-time data, which can

improve their decision-making in everyday farming. The use of these technologies enables

GSF to analyze different parameters that may influence how the salmon grows, and it

allows for predicting an event in advance. Thus, the farmers may be able to take measures

proactively and optimize both fish welfare and sea lice control.

Automation: The automation part refers to GSF’s use of Farming operational centers.

These operational centers will automatically acquire data using the sensor technology and

analyze it by applying data analytics and artificial intelligence. Furthermore, the centers

allow for remote farming operations and overview of all technical infrastructure.

As stated by GSF (Annual Report, 2018), their technological and digital efforts will

contribute to improved insight, increased resource utilization, better control for the farmers

and improved area management. This will result in improved fish welfare, reduced

environmental impact, improved productivity and lower costs.
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2 Industry Analysis

2.1 Introduction to Industry Analysis

To answer our sub-questions/research question we need to analyze the current business

environment in which Grieg Seafood operates. In order to perform a proper analysis, it is

pivotal to define the industry in which competition actually takes place (Porter, 2008).

Thus, as the aquaculture industry is a global industry consisting of many different products

and players of all sizes that are located around the world, we need to define this industry

with respect to GSF.

Assessing the industry is quintessential in order to understand its competitive dynamics

and various economic factors, and how these factors may be used to gain a competitive

advantage. To analyze GSF’s competitive environment, we will use the Porter’s Five

Forces framework, which will be presented later in this section. Before proceeding with the

analysis, the relevant industry in which GSF operates will be defined. Therefore, GSF will

be presented briefly, along with the farming industry and its respective market. Hence,

making it possible to determine the products of the industry and the geographic scope

of competition. This information will further be used to identify the relevant peer group.

Finally, the relevant industry will be defined.

2.1.1 About Grieg Seafood ASA

In 1992, the Norwegian farming company, Grieg Seafood, was founded. During the

nineties, the company established operations in Rogaland and Nordland by acquiring

smaller farming companies. By 2007, GSF had established farming operations in Rogaland,

Finnmark, British Columbia and Shetland. The same year, the company was listed on

Oslo Stock Exchange (Oslo Børs, 2019). Today, Grieg Seafood is a product of several

mergers and acquisitions that has taken place over the past 25 years. Primary activities are

the production and distribution of farmed Atlantic salmon (GSF Annual Report, 2018).
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Generating a harvest volume of 74,623 tons in 2018, GSF is one of the world’s largest

farmers of Atlantic salmon, with a market share of 5,9% in Norway and 3,1% globally

(GSF AR, 2018). The company’s market cap amounts to approximately NOK 11,2bn

(12.05.19) and its reported revenues in 2018 was NOK 7,5bn. In total, GSF holds 66

seawater licenses in Norway, British Columba and Shetland, representing 100,000 tons in

harvesting capacity. Furthermore, the company’s value chain includes everything from egg

and smolt production to processing and sales (see ?? for production cycle). Followed by

USA and Asia, Europe and UK are Grieg Seafood’s primary markets (see figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: GSF Market 2018

Figure 1: GFS Market 2018. Source: Own work, GFS Annual report 2018

2.1.2 The Atlantic salmon farming industry

Since GSF is a Norwegian based company, this paragraph/section will look at the industry

from a global and Norwegian perspective, with the purpose of/in order to accurately decide

on the geographical scope best suited for describing Grieg Seafood’s competitive landscape.

Furthermore, the global aquaculture industry consists of a vast number of different fish
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species. However, since Grieg Seafood only focuses on Atlantic salmon farming, this paper

will be limited to this specie. This analysis will therefore only focus on the Atlantic salmon

farming industry.

2.1.2.1 The Industry

Due to seawater temperature requirements, natural and biological constraints, farmed

salmon is only produced in Norway, Chile, UK, North America, New Zealand, the Faroe

Islands, Tasmania and Ireland (Mowi, 2018). Furthermore, due to these natural and

biological constraints, the relevant authorities have in all salmon producing regions a

licensing regime in place (MHG, 2018). For each company and the industry as a whole,

these licenses limit the maximum production. Today, Norway and Chile are the two main

producers. Together, the two countries are responsible for 75-80% of the global supply

of Atlantic salmon (ABG EQ Research, 2018). However, as the leading country in the

industry, the Norwegian farming industry stands for more than 50% of the global salmon

production, and many of the world’s largest farming companies are Norwegian (EY, 2018).

The industry has experienced a rapid growth and evolvement, with Norway as a pioneer in

front, and in 2018, the global harvesting volume of Atlantic salmon reached 2,4 million tons,

which was 5,4% higher than in 2017 (EY, 2018). Previously, the industry was characterized

with land-based methods until Norway introduced new methods for sea-based farming

techniques trough floating cages. Canada, Scotland, Ireland and Chile were quick to follow

and most of the farmed salmon in the world now comes from these countries, including

Norway. It is currently estimated that about 73% of the salmon production in the world

is farmed (MH Handbook, 2018).

Considering GSF is a Norwegian farming company with the majority of its salmon

production located along the Norwegian coast in Finnmark and Rogaland, the geographic

scope of Atlantic salmon production will be limited to the Norwegian industry. This

decision is supported by the fact that Norway is the leading country in this industry, and

that many of the world’s largest salmon farming companies are Norwegian.This decision is

supported by the fact that Norway is the leading country in this industry, and that many

of the world’s largest salmon farming companies are Norwegian.
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2.1.2.2 The Market

In the previous section we concluded that the relevant Atlantic salmon industry to focus

on is the Norwegian industry. Thus, we must concentrate on the markets that this industry

engages in. In this paragraph/section, both the global Atlantic salmon market and the

market in which the Norwegian salmon industry operates, will be presented briefly. The

purpose of this is to provide a clear overview of the global market for salmon, and the

Norwegian salmon industry’s position in this market. This is necessary to determine the

geographical scope of the competition in the market.

A global perspective Today, Europe (incl. Russia) and North America constitutes the

largest market for Atlantic salmon. Though, emerging markets are growing more rapidly

than traditional markets, increasing the diversity of salmon demand in the world (MH

Handbook, 2018). The supply of salmon is mostly distributed as follow; Norway is mostly

supplying EU, Asia and Russia; Canada and is primarily suppling the US and North

America; Chile is also supplying the US, in addition to Asia and South America; The UK

is mostly supplying their domestic market with limited export (MH Handbook, 2018).

Historically, each salmon producing region in Norway has been focusing on developing the

nearby markets. This is mostly due to salmon being a fresh product that is dependent

on transportation. Reduced transportation costs and time are therefore the main reason

behind this trend. However, this trend is currently changing, as new distribution routes are

created, and costs are decreased due to arbitrage opportunities created by excess production

volume from various producing countries and changes in demand (MH Handbook, 2018).

The distribution of global supply is presented in figure 2.2 below.
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Figure 2.2: Global distribution of salmon supply

Source: MH Handbook (2018)

Norwegian salmon industry’s perspective Looking into the position of Norwegian

salmon in the international market, Norway exported 1,2 million tons worth NOK 64,7bn

in 2017, which is the highest value ever achieved. About 73% of all the Norwegian export

went to the EU, indicating a strong position in this area (Norwegian Seafood Council,

2017). The largest consumption markets in the EU were Poland and France with 131 728

tons and 103 031 tons, respectively. The strong preference of Norwegian salmon among

Europeans is mainly driven by the fact that it is a traditional part of their diet. As EU is

the largest export market for Norway, costs related to transport is lower in comparison to

other parts of the world.

Asia has been the second largest market consuming 17% or 169 000 tons of all Norwegian

salmon. Japan, Vietnam and South-Korea have been the main countries driving the

demand in Asia. The consumption in these areas can be characterized by an increasing

preference for quality food, which eventually has made salmon as the favorite fish for

dinner and in traditional foods such as sushi (Sasaki, T. 2018).

The third largest market for Norwegian salmon in 2017 has been North America, where
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the US is the main country consuming approx. 49 000 tons. As mentioned earlier, Norway

has historically exported low amounts of salmon to US due to imposed restrictions and

Chile’s strong presence in this region.

As the Norwegian salmon industry exports to Europe, USA and Asia, it is reasonable

to conclude that the industry competes on a global scale. Thus, the Norwegian industry

participates in a global market.

2.1.3 Peer group

2.1.3.1 Identifying Peer Group

To further justify the decision of choosing to focus on the Norwegian salmon farming

industry and the global market, and for analytical purposes, GSF’s peer group will be

identified in this paragraph and presented briefly. As there exist more than 100 companies

within the Norwegian salmon farming industry, GSF’s performance, business areas, business

models and company size must therefore be assessed against other industry players to find

comparable companies. Thus, Norwegian based companies listed on Oslo Stock Exchange

(OSE) that engage in Atlantic salmon farming will be focused on. As of today, nine

farming companies are listed on OSE, whereas only six of them has operations in Norway

(Oslo Børs, 2019). Hence, the three companies without operations in Norway is excluded

from the peer group. Furthermore, as one of the companies focuses mainly on pelagic

fish, it must be excluded from the group as well. Our industry will therefore consist of

the five remaining companies; Marine Harvest (MOWI), Lerøy Seafood Group, SalMar,

Norway Royal Salmon and Grieg Seafood. Our sample includes the largest salmon farming

companies globally, as well as a mid-sized player.

2.1.3.2 Mowi Group

In terms of total harvesting volumes and market cap, Marine Harvest, now Mowi, is ranked

as the world’s largest salmon farming company. Out of the Norwegian farming industry’s

total production, Mowi accounts for as much as 33%, and 20,1% of the global production.
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The company has a market cap of NOK 102,4bn (as of 12.05). With operations around

the whole world, Mowi has had the largest global presence since its listing on Oslo Stock

Exchange (OSE) in 2007. This applies especially to Norway, Chile, North America and

Scotland. The company’s harvesting volumes and revenues in 2018 accumulated to 375

237 tons and NOK 3,8bn respectively. With a combined harvesting volume of 379 162 in

2018, Salmar, Grieg Seafood and Lerøy produces slightly more than Mowi. The company

has integrated everything from egg and smolt production to production, processing and

distribution into their value chain. In addition, Mowi is the only company in the industry

that, as of 2018, has integrated feed production into their value chain.

2.1.3.3 SalMar (SALM)

With an annual output of 142 500 tons in 2018, SalMar is the third largest producer

of Atlantic salmon in Norway. Through a joint venture with Scottish Sea Farms Ltd in

Scotland, the company produces approximately 15,500 tons annually. Via Arnarlax HF, it

produces around 3,300 tons annually in Island (SALM Annual Report, 2018). In Norway,

SalMar has for a long time been among the cost leaders, and it has managed to establish

itself as one of the strongest players in the salmon farming industry. In total, the company

owns 100 fish farming licenses, which are divided between Mid and Northern Norway

(SALM Annual Report, 2018)

2.1.3.4 Lerøy Seafood Group (LSG)

Lerøy is the world´s third largest salmon farming producer with a market cap of more than

NOK 40 bn in 2018 (MH Handbook, 2018, Oslo Børs, 2019). The company had a record

high harvesting volume of GWT 162 039 thousand in 2018 with total revenue of NOK 19

838 million (LSG Annual Report, 2018). In 2002, Lerøy was listed on the OSLFX and the

company had a closing share price of 65,94 the last trading day after the financial year

2018 (Oslo Børs, 2019). As one of the largest players in the industry, Lerøy is distributing

salmon to more than 80 different countries in the world with sales offices in Norway, USA,

Japan and China. In addition to the farming operation in Norway, the company possesses
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farming factories in Sweden, Denmark, Finland, France, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain

and Turkey. Unlike the other players in the peer group, Lerøy´s operations include the

production of wild catch and white fish in addition to Atlantic salmon. Similar to the

peer competitors (excluding Mowi) Lerøy is operating in all steps in the salmon farming

value chain, except for feed. It is therefore suitable for competitive analysis (LSG Annual

Report, 2018).

2.1.3.5 Norway Royal Salmon (NRS)

With a market cap of NOK 8,9 bn and an annual harvesting volume of GWT 35 970

thousand (up from 31 918 in 2017), NRS is one of the leading salmon farming producers in

Norway. The company has experienced a rapid growth in harvesting volume and revenue

that in 2018 reached more than NOK 5 081 million (NRS Annual Report, 2018). NRS

was listed in 2011 and is currently on a 7th place on the OSLSFX (Oslo Børs, 2019). In

2017, the company held 42,68 harvesting licenses, of which 7,68 are developments licenses

awarded for implementing their new technology initiative Arctic Offshore Farming in 2018.

NRS was established in 1992 when 34 salmon farmers merged and established the new

company. Today, NRS is distributing Atlantic salmon to more than 55 countries and

more than 85% of the sales volume is exported. Similar to all peers, except MOWI, NRS

operates in the whole value chain minus the production of feed. The company is also proud

of having all locations Global Gab certified and having 12 of 16 locations ASC-approved

(NRS Annual Report, 2018).

2.1.4 Summary – Industry, Market and Competition

In short, the part of the aquaculture industry we have chosen to focus on is the Norwegian

Atlantic salmon farming industry. We have classified the industry’s market as global.

Furthermore, we have identified the industry’s players and peer group and GSF´s peer

group, which consists of Mowi, Lerøy, SalMar, Norway Royal Salmon and Grieg Seafood.

This will form the basis of the industry analysis and internal analysis.
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2.2 The Forces That Shape Competition

2.2.1 Introduction to framework and Porter´s Five Forces

As mentioned in section 2.1, the Porter’s Five Forces framework will be used to analyze the

relevant industry in which GSF operates. An industry’s competition and profitability are

determined by its structure (Porter, 2008). To understand the competition and profitability

in the Norwegian Atlantic salmon farming industry, the industry’s underlying structure in

terms of five forces will be analyzed. The five competitive forces that will be analyzed

is; internal rivalry; threat of new entrants; threat of substitutes; bargaining power of

suppliers; and bargaining power of buyers. An industry’s profitability is determined by the

strongest competitive force or forces, and if the force(s) are intense, almost no company

earns attractive returns on investments (Porter, 2008).

2.2.2 Internal Rivalry

The existing rivalry in the salmon farming industry is an important factor to analyze

in order to investigate to what extent GSF should cooperate with peers in implanting

their new 2020 strategy. This section will gain insights of competitors in the industry

and various aspects related to the current rivalry between players and the industry profit.

Higher rivalry between existing firms limits the profitability in the industry and depends

on the intensity with which companies compete, and the basis on which they compete

(Porter, 2008). These aspects will be analyzed in the following section in order to identify

how the profitability in the industry is affected by the rivalry among competitors. This

will gain valuable knowledge of how and to what extent the technological investments of

GSF will impact the rivalry in the industry.

2.2.2.1 Number of Competitors, Size and Power

As a result of the consolidations in the salmon farming industry over the past few decades,

there are currently a small number of major players profiting from economies of scale.
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However, the expansion opportunities are limited due to government regulations. The strict

license regulations have resulted in higher MA activities as a mean to grow. Additionally,

the major investments required to compete with established companies and the continuous

focus on cost-efficiency indicate high exit barriers which in turn points towards higher

rivalry in the future (Grant, 2016).

2.2.2.2 Competitive Landscape and Industry Consolidation

The salmon farming industry in Norway has developed significantly over the past two

decades, both with regards to a more consolidated structure and with the technological

development focus. Today, about 80% of the farmed salmon in Norway comes from 23

players, emphasizing the consolidation in the industry structure. This development has

also been a global industry trend.

Figure 2.3: Industry consolidation

Source: MH Handbook (2018)

The industry we defined earlier consists of only five players, which are among the largest

in the Norwegian industry and approximately equal in terms of size and power. Thus,

the intensity of the internal rivalry is assumed to be high, despite high consolidation. As

salmon is a homogeneous product with limited opportunities for product differentiation,
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competitors are subject to price competition.

However, as explained earlier, salmon farmers are subject to restrictions regarding

harvesting volumes and this leads to a production cap among industry players. As a result,

players may not be able to increase their supply and competition of price is therefore

difficult. This mitigates the effect that rivalry may have on the profitability in the industry.

This is mainly the reason why industry players historically have experienced abnormal

return on investments. While there has been a positive shift in demand throughout the

years, supply has stagnated, and prices has increased. This has resulted in a greater

producer surplus for the competitors in the industry and high returns on investments.

One can therefore argue that the low levels of both price and product rivalry may increase

the importance of quality measures for the salmon farmers, as this may increase customer

value and lead to greater incentives to buy from one respective salmon producer. If there

are little rivalry between price and product, salmon farmers may ensure preference for

their respective product by offering a quality measure that is greater than competitors.

Though, it is important to mention that the product quality of one salmon farmer may

affect the reputation of the other competitors’ products. More of this discussion will follow

in later stages of the analysis.

The largest producer of farmed salmon in Norway is Mowi with a harvesting volume of

210 200 GWT in 2017. This is almost twice as large as the harvesting volume of the

second and third largest players (SALM and LSG), which respectively had production

volumes of 135 200 GWT and 132 000 GWT in 2017. The Mowi Group is also supplying

about one fifth of the total salmon supply in Norway and approximately one third of the

production volumes in the UK and North America, explaining why Mowi has about 20%

of the market share in Norway and 19% in the world. (MH Handbook, 2018). Mowi is

therefore considered to be the leader in the salmon farming industry today.
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Figure 2.4: Top 5-10 Players of Farmed Atlantic Salmon

Source: MH Handbook (2018)

If the industry leader implement measures that contributes to a mitigation of the industry

specific challenges, the positive impact may benefit all players. This could lead to an

improved reputation, quality and production efficiency for all players, in addition to a

decrease in production costs. Furthermore, this may prevent that practices that are

desirable for the industry as a whole goes unenforced (Porter, 2008). Hence, the total value

creation in the industry would be larger and the consolidation would lead to opportunities

for all players to benefit from the extended value creation. Despite the industry players

being roughly equal in size and power, industry premises are established by having Mowi

as the industry leader. Players are therefore focusing on the practices that are desirable

for the industry as a whole and hence decrease the intensity of rivalry.

2.2.2.3 Industry Growth

Risk Factors Affecting Supply, Demand and Profitability As previously

mentioned, the industry has experienced rapid growth over the past decades. This

development is mainly caused by a large increase in the demand for Atlantic salmon

while supply has stagnated, resulting in higher salmon prices. Therefore, the industry has

experienced a significant increase in margins and revenues. As a result, the industry has

up to recent years been characterized by a low level of rivalry among competitors.

However, due to the natural and biological constraints affecting the harvesting volumes

and expansion opportunities in the industry, growth has stagnated in recent years. As a
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result, the intensity of rivalry among competitors might change in the near future. This

development is dependent on certain risk factors affecting the supply and demand of

salmon and hence industry growth.

The salmon farming industry is to a great extent affected by major challenges such as sea

lice, algae and diseases, which contributes to the production cap set on harvesting volumes.

The production cap is a result of the farming licenses limiting the industry’s ability to

increase production. When the industry players are unable to obtain new licenses, growth

possibilities are limited. In addition to these constraints, the industry is subject to risk

factors affecting opportunities for further growth. Among these are sea lice and other

diseases, seawater temperatures and reputational effect. These the risk factors affect future

growth.

These factors further affect the supply and demand curve of salmon, in addition to the

competitive landscape in the industry. The overall sea lice levels in 2017 have been to

lowest in the past six years. Despite this positive development, the mortality rate of fresh

salmon remains high, with an estimated loss of 14,2% of average inventory of live salmon

(EY, 2018). Without decreasing the sea lice levels, the industry will have close to zero

growth in harvesting volumes in the years to come (Regjeringen, 2013).

These concerns of diseases and sea lice affects the whole industry. The target of keeping

sea lice levels low at constant levels should therefore be of interest to all players in order

to prevent a negative shift in both the demand and supply curve of salmon. This would

potentially result in an equilibrium where the two variables decrease, and the consumer

and producer surplus are diminished. However, in addition to the largest issue of sea

lice, there are additional risk factors in the industry that players need to consider and

where investing in new technologies and strategies may affect the current rivalry among

competitors.

Sustaining Biosecurity and Welfare Good health management practices, policies

and husbandry of farmed salmon are maximizing survival of fish in the sea and maintaining

healthy fish stocks. Following these practices lead to reduced risks of health challenges and

fish exposure to pathogens (MH Handbook, 2018). Salmon farmers are therefore reliant on
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taking management measures such as biosecurity plans, surveillance schemes, contingency

plans and risk mitigations plans to prevent diseases and support healthy cages of fish in

the sea. The current growth in the industry is considerably centered around implementing

the most efficient measures and technological innovations that results in lower levels of

diseases and thereby higher harvesting volumes.

In addition, preventive measures will influence the current growth in the industry if the

measurements lead to lower mortality of fish and higher harvesting volumes. Competitors

who benefits from this development will increase their current supply and may be awarded

development licenses. The results would be higher harvesting volumes by improved license

utilization, improved market position and value capture. Moreover, competitors that has

greater focus around medical treatment than development of good husbandry techniques

today may weaken their position in the industry in the future if other challenges emerge

or fish becomes resistant or non-responsive to current prevention methods. This would

harm their market power and decrease value creation.

Innovation and Technological Developments It is primarily technological

innovations that have made expansion and growth possible in the salmon farming industry

over the past decades: moving from manual work to highly automated processes. It concerns

the technological development of feeding systems, software and farming technology. This

again is consistent with the high profitability in the industry. Though, the stagnation

in industry growth in the past years due to sea lice and production caps may intensify

the rivalry between competitors if the industry does not continue its rapid growth. It

is therefore important for players to maintain an innovative focus on establishing new

technologies in order to secure future profitability.

Current and Future Technological Trends From analyzing the Norwegian salmon

farming industry and its developments, three megatrends are identified as of great

importance; A growing world population and urbanization, a resourceful planet and

health conscious consumers. The disruptive technological change, demographics and

globalization are the underlying forces behind this disruption and redefining of the salmon

farming industry (EY, 2018). The future growth is therefore dependent on player´s ability
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to implement new investments that cope with these forces and sustain high industry

growth and low levels of rivalry.

In the past years, a shift towards a change of attitude and investments have been observed,

with a future focus on sustainable farming practices and value-creation. The current

technological investments that has been implemented by players in the industry includes

methods for smolt production, data collection, prediction platforms and management

control systems. These measurements are implemented in order to sustain biosecurity and

welfare of salmon and hence increase harvest volumes and growth opportunities.

In addition to the abovementioned investments aiming at increasing industry growth,

a great extent of new technologies are being tested out. These includes new methods

for offshore and on-shore farming. There is still a lot of uncertainty regarding the cost-

levels and outcomes of adopted technologies. Though, there are certain trends that are

dominating the disruption in the industry and that may sustain the industry growth

and profitability; New solutions for farming in open cages, New technology for farming

in closed cages, Offshore farming, RAS-systems and other farming techniques such as

land-based farming. Additional information about these future technological will be found

in appendix ??.

2.2.2.4 Exit Barriers in the Industry

Specialized Assets The salmon farming industry is a capital-intensive industry where

assets are specified towards the production of salmon (MH Handbook, 2018). The high

consolidation in the industry with few players results in difficulties of selling or transferring

assets to other players even if the venture is not profitable. This is because the technologies

and assets developed for efficient salmon production is limited to the few competitors in

the industry, of which are already in possession of the most crucial assets. Competitors

who prefers to leave the industry (mainly due to low profitability) is therefore dependent

on transferring their assets to the current competitors. This results in high exit barriers if

current competitors were to leave the industry.
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Fixed Costs and Technological Synergies In order to enter the industry, extensive

investments are needed. Thus, high capital expenditures are required. This does not only

increase barriers to entry, but may also induce exit barriers, as competitors in the industry

have made investments with high levels of sunk costs. RD efforts, as described in earlier

sections, require long-term commitment and effort with development of new technologies

that creates synergies with existing ones. Selling RD assets or resources to competitors

may be a difficult process because the remaining players will need to create their own

synergies with both existing and bought assets. It is arguable that these competitors

would benefit more if making own RD investments and new technologies instead of buying

it from a player leaving the industry. Again, this is connected to the high assets specificity

in the industry, which leads to high exit barriers.

However, licenses are undoubtedly the most attractive assets and resource for players in

the industry. The scarcity and high demand of the assets is therefore contributing to

lowering the exit barriers if players would leave the industry. Even though licenses often

are geographical restricted and already in operation, selling these assets to other players in

the same industry will not be difficult. The attractiveness of licenses may therefore lower

the exit barriers in the industry, but the currently high profitability, high asset specificity

and synergetic procedures and technologies remain low incentives to leave the industry

and high barriers.

2.2.2.5 Commitment to the Business

Important RD Focus Areas In the wake of the low growth in harvest volumes in

the salmon farming industry in Norway, there have been an increasing focus on research

and development in order to sustain high profitability in the industry (EY, 2018). Many

of which including new technologies and farming practices. Normally, high commitment

to company specific goals or economic performance in an industry intensifies the rivalry

(Porter, 2008).

However, this may not be as easy in the salmon farming industry, as players have a

common commitment and goal of solving the industry specific challenges. Since these

challenges has resulted in restrictions and production caps, industry players are compliant
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in solving the biological challenges and reducing the footprint. The commitment towards

combating the biological challenges therefore goes beyond economic performance.

Though, methods implemented, and future investments vary depending on company

specific characteristic and resources. However, there are focus areas and sustainability

trends that apply to all players and that ensures commitment among competitors in order

to increase the level of profitability in the industry. The most important areas are further

analyzed below.

Fish Welfare and Robustness Measures improving the health and robustness for

salmon are desired in order to decrease the rate of fish mortality and diseases and hence

maximize harvesting volumes. Players need to develop improved solutions, both for the

control and prevention of diseases, which may lead to low harvesting volumes and efficiency.

This also entails the process of minimizing disorders that are production-related. The

smolt-quality is also a critical measure that most industry players already are initiating.

Larger smolt (up to 500g) decrease the time in sea water and hence mitigate the exposure

to biological threats and improve fish viability and robustness (MH Handbook, 2018).

This will potentially lead to higher supply in the industry in total.

Production Efficiency It is evident that the salmon farming industry has major issues

regarding their efficiency, as mortality rates are high, and licenses are underutilized. Players

are therefore reliant on optimizing production methods and increase their utilization of

licenses. Measures taken to ensure this involves identifying the best logistics, including

harvesting methods and transport and packaging. In addition, optimizing feeding systems,

management control systems and prevention methods are vital to ensure production

efficiency. To ensure this, new technology with AI and big data-based tools are already

implemented by several players to optimize their value chain and production efficiency

in seawater. In order to achieve these measures, each player is dependent on developing

sustainable, cost effective and healthy salmon diets to ensure the quality of salmon (MH

handbook, 2018).
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Product Quality and Safety Quality is a critical measure in the salmon farming

industry. To ensure a high quality, and hence large harvesting volumes, players are

developing their technological solutions continuously to optimize their processes. This also

includes the storage and transportation of fresh salmon, which is crucial for the quality

of the end-product (MH Handbook, 2018). The perceived quality of salmon available

at the market is closely connected to efficient transportation methods (as salmon is a

fresh commodity) and low levels of medical treatments. For players, it might be equally

important to sustain high quality measures. This is because of the homogeneity of salmon

as a product, and the reputation of Norwegian salmon is a result of the collective production

of players.

2.2.2.6 Ability to Read Each Other´s Signals

Cooperation and Competition The current rivalry in the salmon farming industry is

characterized by players that are subject to the same industry-related challenges such as

high operational costs and biological challenges. From the above analyses, it has become

evident that large investments are required in order to continue with sustainable salmon

farming by implementing new technologies and innovative farming methods in order to

ensure growth and profitability in the industry.

The level of rivalry will be dependent on the competitors´ ability of reading each other´s

signals with respect to familiarity, goals and approaches (Porter, 2008). In recent years,

there have been a consistency in the industry that problems regarding sea-lice and other

environmental footprints must decrease in order to create sustainability in the industry.

If competitors can establish familiar foundations where common goals and approaches

are consistent among all players, the rivalry will remain low and industry profitability

enhanced. Currently, the players are familiar with each other´s procedures and processes

and their approaches to competing in the industry are similar. In addition, they are

working towards the common goal of solving industry challenges. These factors entail

that players can read each other signals well, which contributes to decreasing intensity of

rivalry in the industry.

A resolution to these concerns will ensure a good reputation of Norwegian salmon, continued
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exports and provide government regulations that support growth in the industry. Despite

the former absence of cooperative measures in the industry, salmon farmers in Norway have

begun to understand that they are all subject to the same industry challenges and that

solving these may require collaboration, as no player are able to solve them individually.

Therefore, some measures are already implemented between farmers and governments, in

order to ensure common platforms for solving the industry-related challenges and provide

a future growth foundation. The most important initiative for players in the industry

is the AquaCloud Platform established by the NCE Seafood Innovation Cluster. More

information of these initiatives is found in appendix 4.

2.2.2.7 Differentiation of product/services and Switching Costs of Byers

Salmon as a Homogenous Product Due to Atlantic salmon being a homogenous

product, the switching costs for buyers are low. Furthermore, competitors are not able to

differentiate their product. This would normally point toward price competition, which, in

theory, will intensify the rivalry among the industry players. However, players do not have

incentives to lower the prices, as they are secured selling their product due to a higher

demand than supply. Prices will therefore be determined by the equilibrium between

supply and demand, and not the player itself.

The salmon price is mainly affected by demand and supply, and an unexpected increase

in demand will not be met by an immediate increase in supply due to a long production

cycle. Thus, as we have seen in recent years, the demand growth has exceeded supply

and increased the salmon prices significantly. Since licenses and regulations limit the

production and hence the supply of salmon, prices will be pushed upwards if demand

increases.

2.2.2.8 Fixed and Marginal Costs

Production costs The production costs in the salmon farming industry consists of both

fixed and marginal costs. In a normal industry where price competition among competitors

is dominating, the marginal costs are low and fixed costs are high (Porter, 2008). The
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current costs in the salmon farming industry are featured by high fixed costs, and mostly

low marginal costs. The capital investments required to operate with the production of

salmon are high, and fixed costs necessary for salmon production with regards to facilities,

feed, RD etc. are also extensive. Though, the marginal costs will only be lowered up to

the production cap set by the restriction on licenses. Marginal costs are therefore low to

the level where licenses reach it MAB for each cage. Marginal costs above this production

level will therefore be high due to the requirement of new investments in production and

licenses. The intense price competition that may occur between competitors with low

marginal costs and high fixed costs forces them to cut prices below average costs, close

to marginal. This enhance the probability of stealing incremental customers from other

competitors (Porter, 2008). Though, in the salmon farming industry, prices are set high

by limited supply and high demand, and not just by the producers themselves. Therefore,

in this case, high fixed costs and low marginal costs are unlikely to contribute to price

competition among the industry players.

The current risks of sea lice and other biological issues is to a great extent affecting the

production costs of industry players. The mortality rate in the pens will affect the total

amount of harvested fish that can be distributed further to consumers. Hence, the total

amount of production costs, both tangible and intangible, will be higher if there are

frequent cases of sea lice and the benefits from low marginal costs will diminish if the

mortality rate is high in the pens. If the levels of sea lice are maintained low, the use of

antibiotics and other medical treatments will decrease, and high harvesting volumes will

lead to optimal marginal costs if production efficiency is maximized. In conclusion, low

levels of mortality will improve utilization of licenses and reduce marginal costs up to the

maximum level.

2.2.2.9 Expanding Capacity in Large Boosts to be Efficient

Constraints with the Industry Business Cycle The business cycle of salmon farmers

distinguishes the industry from other price competitive industries, as capacity expansions

are neither made over night nor expanded in large increments. This is because of the

production cap that exists on licenses and the difficult nature of expanding capacity to a
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higher level without obtaining new licenses. Moreover, as the MAB decides what amount

of smolt that may be placed in seawater, and if this fish is infected by diseases and high

mortality levels occur, the harvesting volumes will be reduced.

Large capacity increments are difficult due to the nature of the salmon farming industry’s

business cycle. This is because of the lengthiness of the cycle with limited prediction

opportunities regarding the equilibrium of supply and demand. The cyclical pattern can

primarily be explained by three factors: supply- and demand, and a long production

cycle. There has been a close interrelation and development between the salmon price,

EBITDA-margins as well as EBIT/KG. When the salmon suppliers experience higher

demand, it results in higher prices and margins, and hence the suppliers tend to increase

production. However, when increasing the supply for the short-term, the effect will first

become noticeable after some years, which makes the suppliers vulnerable to changes in

demand. This would further affect the market price, and thus adjusting the production

level is both expensive and difficult to do in the short run.

The requirement of large capacity boosts in order to be efficient is therefore not applicable

in the salmon farming industry. As high capacity boosts would lead to a disruption in the

normal supply-demand relationship and large periods of price-cutting and overcapacity, the

salmon farming industry is not subject to these concerns (Porter, 2008). This emphasize

the low levels of capacity boosts that is occurring in the industry, which decreases the

possibility price competition.

2.2.2.10 Perishable Product

Salmon as a Perishable Product – Absent Price Cutting Salmon is a fresh

product that requires fast transportation and distribution in order to sell the commodity

while it still has value. Normally, this would lead to competitors cutting prices in order to

secure selling their products (Porter, 2008). However, in the salmon farming industry, the

high demand and limited supply ensures that production quantities are sold and therefore

decreases the need for price cutting in order to secure profits.

Though, higher harvesting volumes will lead to a greater supply of salmon, which may
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increase the challenges with regards to product perishability. If the production constraints

are lowered and biological challenges decreased, the competitors in the industry will all

increase supply and compete on the sales channels. This may result in a price competition

where salmon farmers cut prices in order to sell their respective products. However, as

the current industry supply is below the demand, farmers are not subject to taking price

cutting initiatives for securing profits.

2.2.2.11 Conclusion Internal Rivalry

To conclude, the equal size and power of industry players are contributing to a low intensity

of current rivalry. The low level of growth in harvesting volumes emphasize a slow growth

and high rivalry. Though, as demand is significantly higher than supply, the level of

rivalry is low. The players are highly committed to the business and solving industry

challenges. As there is a common understanding that collaboration in required, indicating

low intensity on rivalry. Players can read each other´s signals well, thus decreasing the

intensity. Though, due to high asset specificity, the exit barriers in the industry is high

and thus increasing intensity of rivalry. Except for high entry barriers, the mentioned

factors indicate low intensity of rivalry in the current industry.

Salmon is a homogeneous product and players are operating in an industry with high

fixed costs and low marginal costs. In addition, salmon is a perishable product. In theory,

these factors would potentially increase price competition. Though, in the salmon farming

industry this is not the case, as they have no incentives for price-cutting. This is because

of limited supply, high demand. Industry players is therefore not in need of attracting

new consumers or demand. In sum, the analyzed factors indicate a low degree of rivalry

among current industry players.

2.2.3 Threat of New Entrants

By bringing new capacity and a desire to gain market share, an industry’s new entrants

place high pressure on prices, costs and the level of investments needed to compete. This

puts a cap on the industry’s profit potential. In order to deter new competitors when the
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threat is high, industry players must hold down their prices or boost investment. The

current height of the entry barriers and the reaction new entrants can expect from existing

players, determines the threat of entry. There are seven major sources to an industry’s

entry barriers; supply-side economies of scale; demand-side benefits of scale; customer

switching costs; capital requirements; incumbency advantages independent of size; unequal

access to distribution channel; and restrictive government policy (Porter, 2008).

2.2.3.1 Supply-Side Economies of Scale

High Barriers from Current Scale Economies In the salmon farming industry,

scale production is prevalent and important, as a higher production volume normally

reduces cost per kg. Increasing the utilization of licenses will lead to higher economies of

scale for all industry players. If the biological challenges that affects fish quality, diseases

and mortality are mitigated, salmon farmers would be able to harvest a greater amount of

fish from each cage. This would give rise to increased benefits from economies of scale,

as harvesting larger volumes from cages would decrease the production costs of each kg

harvested. As a result, costs would decrease, larger volumes of salmon would be distributed

and sold, and eventually, the profit margin of the salmon farmer would increase.

Today’s major players who currently dominate the industry have achieved significantly

economies of scale. The salmon farming industry consists of large players who possess

many licenses that results in large harvesting volumes. As the farming facilitates provides

the foundation for a certain MAB, larger volumes up to the production cap in each cage

results in lower marginal costs and thereby benefits of economies of scale (Porter, 2008).

As the industry players have more than one farming facility, the fixed costs related to

employment, technologies, RD, distribution or raw material suppliers may be lowered

as production and harvesting volumes increases. The developed scale economies for the

current competitors in the industry are therefore contributing to strengthen the barriers

to entry and sustain industry profitability.

If new competitors were to enter the industry and gain market share, they would be

required enter at a large scale with many licenses, and high production and harvesting

volumes (Porter, 2008). It would also require the entrant to capture scale benefits from
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suppliers of raw materials and secure distribution and sales channels. As the costs levels

in the salmon farming industry is very extensive, it would be questionable if new entrants

were able to accept a potential costs disadvantage in relation to the current competitors.

Scale economies are therefore one of the most significant forces that ensures the low threat

of entry in the salmon farming industry and why the competitors have managed to keep

high profitability levels.

Moreover, if a new competitor enters the industry, the existing players could reduce the

price as they already operate with good margins, while new players would struggle with

high production costs due to low quantities. In general, it takes three years from the

capital is employed to the fish slaughtered (MH Handbook, 2018). As the current players

have already establish large benefits form economies of scale, new players will probably

operate with higher than average production costs. This contributes to entry barriers, as

it is absolute necessary for newcomers to hold large economic resources in order to keep

production on going.

2.2.3.2 Demand-side Benefits of scale

Network Effects and Product Preferences Due to the homogeneity of salmon as

a product, there are small incentives for choosing one product above another. This may

only be the case if customers have a higher willingness to pay for salmon from a specific

salmon producer company (Porter, 2008). Normally, if many consumers seem to prefer one

salmon producer, buyers would possibly prefer having a large number of fellow customers

and network effect are hence created. This may lead to customers having greater trust in

large companies serving a greater number of customers. Hence, new entrants would be

required to set lower prices in the start-up phase in order to secure selling their product.

Only when the newcomers have built a large customer base may the price be increased

toward the other competitors’´ product (Porter, 2008). These demand-side benefits of

scale may increasingly be present in the salmon farming industry.

Since salmon farmers are producing the same products, higher consumer preferences and

willingness to pay must come from other forces. The industry consists of large and few

players who possess the largest harvesting quantities. These competitors will mainly affect
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the reputation of salmon and is the “face” of the salmon farming industry today. As salmon

is associated with high quality, limited supply, its freshness and exclusivity, the majority

of customers will be more familiar of buying salmon from the most known producers. This

creates scale benefits because distributors further will prefer selling the most known and

largest brands in their stores and these products will therefore be more available to the

end consumers. These benefits create high barriers for new entrants, as they would face

obstacles in entering distribution channels and end customers will a small customer base

who prefer their product. Demand-related benefits of scale will therefore only be prevalent

after a longer period in the industry.

Among the reason why customers may have different willingness to pay for a product, is

that companies focusing on sustainable salmon production and the reduction of biological

footprint may increase attractiveness of product towards buyers. As people are becoming

more concerned and pay greater attention to sustainability of the ocean and its resources,

suppliers who´s strategic goals are centered around reducing biological challenges may be

preferred. In order to implement such strategic measures, extensive capital and lengthy

RD efforts are required, which is difficult for newcomers to implement in the short-term.

Building large customer groups in order to benefit from the network effects and higher

willingness to pay is therefore a challenge for new entrants. The absence of demand-side

benefits for newcomers is therefore contributing to higher barriers to entry and securing

profitability for the existing competitors.

2.2.3.3 Customer Switching Costs

Low Switching Costs Mitigates Entry Barriers Low switching costs reduce the

industry’s entry barriers (Porter, 2008). Switching vendors may in many cases be critical

for a buyer because of training new employees to use a product or it may consist of modified

processes or information systems that must be adjusted to fit existing ones (Porter, 2008).

However, in the salmon farming industry, the process of switching supplier of salmon will

be effortless and require little adjustments. Salmon is a homogeneous product and price is

more or less settled for all industry players. Price differences will therefore not enforce

higher switching costs for buyers, and the buyers may switch suppliers according to the
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most preferred producers by consumers. The switching costs for byers are therefore low in

the salmon farming industry, reducing entry barriers.

The only way switching costs may be a disadvantage of buyers, is if buying products in

bulk or arranging other quantity contracts may have cost advantages and provide potential

economies of scale. If a buyer has long-term contracts providing discounts from buying

large bulks, switching supplier may be harmful and lead to higher costs. Because of the

lengthy business cycle in the salmon farming industry, salmon is sold on forward contracts

securing both price and quantities for buyers. As the industry is dominated by large

and well-established competitors, one can assume that many of the buyers already have

long-term contracts with vendors, which makes it difficult for new entrants to imitate.

The benefits from stable contracts may therefore make product switching unattractive and

lead to higher switching costs for buyers.

As most customers are buying salmon on spot price rather than using forward contract,

the switching costs of buyers are considered to be low, which reduces entry barriers in the

industry.

2.2.3.4 Capital Requirements

Licences and Capital Requirements The strict regulations in the Norwegian salmon

farming industry reflect the government’s significant influence in the overall supply of

salmon, which can mainly be explained by increased sustainability focus. With only 1015

sea farming licenses available, the price tag in the open market has been varying between

NOK 50-70 million for ordinary licenses, and NOK 55-66 million for green licenses. One

can therefore argue that farming licenses is an attractive asset for salmon famers (MH

Handbook, 2018).

For possible new entrant in the salmon farming industry, this is highly capital extensive,

as potential entrants probably would have to acquire more than one license if they were

to gain a proper share in the industry. Buying only one or a few amounts of licenses

would decrease the potential for value creation because of the constraints related to the

production cycle of salmon, such as the fallowing of cages. One can therefore argue that
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in order to enter the industry, new players should buy more than one license to operate

and this enhance the entry barriers for newcomers due to the scarcity of the asset.

The strict regulations would also lead to significant costs of production and costs of growing

for Norwegian salmon farmers, which serves as high barriers to entry for possible new

players. This is a result of many reasons; First, in order to enter the industry and begin

with producing salmon, one must have licenses in place. This is from the above insights, a

costly investment where it might be necessary to buy more than one if obtaining them is

even possible.

Secondly, new entrants must be aware that the production costs related to raw material

are high, in addition to large transportation costs if players are to contribute to the

Norwegian export. Moreover, is new entrant would implement growth measures in the

future, restrictions and regulations set by the government, would apply, which will require

extensive RD efforts. New entrants will therefore be subject to large commitments in

costly investments, which at the current stage are risky and uncertain. One can therefore

argue that the necessary investments are so capital intensive that they create significant

barriers to enter the salmon farming industry.

Third, the salmon farming industry is, as we have learned by now, a capital-intensive

industry. In addition to acquire several licenses, new entrants need to have plants and

perform maintenance continuously entailing major investments over time. Bearing in mind

that the production cycle is at least three years, the new entrants will have significantly

low income during these years, emphasizing the need of free capital and risk management

during this period. This makes it difficult for new entrants to enter the industry, and result

in an increase in the entry barriers for potential newcomers, and secure high profitability

levels for existing competitors.

In conclusion, these aspects reveal high capital requirements in the industry, which increases

entry barriers.
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2.2.3.5 ncumbency Advantages Independent of Size

Technologies and Property Rights The growth and consolidation in the salmon

farming industry in the past decades have provided the current competitors with resources

and capabilities that is developed and gained though a lengthy life-cycle. This includes the

large benefits from economies of scale, technological developments, capturing of customers

groups and accumulation of capital. In addition, contracts with suppliers of raw materials,

vertical integration and even securing the best production sites for farmed salmon is

contributing to increasing entry barriers for newcomers. Industry players are to a great

extent affected by the “learning by doing” principle, which is an advantage that new entrant

would have to build up themselves over time. One of the most significant barriers to entry

that is difficult to implement for newcomers, is especially the technology and patents that

has been developed through great amount of RD efforts.

The technologies that has mitigated the biological challenges of current industry players

and hence increased production efficiency, is a result of a long-term commitment to RD

in order to establish improvement measures for biosecurity and welfare. Technologies

and methods may also be difficult to implement, as the procedures would be specific

and adapted to the resources of each respective salmon farmer. Therefore, even if the

technologies are easily replicable by potential entrants, they will be costly to adapt and

would require customization to own solutions and procedures.

However, as discussed earlier, the Norwegian government requires players to test out new

technology and innovations in order to be awarded development licenses. This may give

potential entrants higher incentives in relation to current players to focus on RD and

develop ground-breaking innovations. As new entrants would not be subject to maintain

their production while putting extensive effort on RD, the high costs associated with

keeping up the production will not apply to new entrants. As maintenance costs are

very high for currently players, newcomers could potentially have an advantage as a

result of these restrictions. This mitigates the high barriers to entry from technological

developments and property rights.

Though, if newcomers are able to be granted green licenses and development licenses after
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introducing innovative solutions, high costs will apply when starting the actual salmon

production. These are again significant entry barriers for newcomers. It is therefore equally

important that new entrants are cautious about the costs that will apply in the future in

order to ensure foundations for further growth and make investments worthwhile. This

will require extensive contracts with investors, which may be difficult due to the current

benefits and position of the current player in the industry. The large advantages that

industry players have developed over time will therefore serve as high barriers to entry in

the industry.

2.2.3.6 Unequal Access to Distribution Channels

Current Competitors Controlling the Value Chain A clear trend in the industry

is to vertically integrate to exercise greater control of the entire value chain. The industry

players are therefore controlling their own distribution channels and well-established

relationships with retailers, which makes distribution of own products secure. If new

competitors are to enter the industry, they would be required to secure their own

distribution channels, which may be problematic as most farmers are owning their own or

in cooperation with other competitors. External distributors may also already be tied up

to contracts with the most attractive salmon producers, which indicates that newcomers

would need to reduce prices, initiate promotions and in general provide intense selling

efforts (Porter, 2008). This requires a costly process for newcomers and increases the entry

barriers in the industry.

Unequal access to distribution channels is therefore contributing to high entry barriers in

the industry.

2.2.3.7 Restrictive Government Policy

Norwegian Industry Regulations In Norway, the salmon farming industry is highly

regulated through licenses granted by the Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries (NDF). In

practice, the government has the power to hinder or aid a new entrant directly and to a

great extent control the degree of entry barriers in the industry.
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In the Norwegian salmon farming industry, The Norwegian Ministry of Trade, Industry

and Fisheries is awarding new licenses, which may be sold and pledged. One license give

permission to farm a “maximum allowed biomass” (MAB), which is the maximum volume

of fish a farmer can hold at sea at all times (MH Handbook, 2018). This is the most

significant entry barrier in the industry, as the government in practice is creating a gate to

the industry, which creates either closed or open opportunities to enter.

Licenses have previously been distributed in different categories, based on the characteristics

of the applicant (size, geography etc.) and the payments of applicants (fixed fee or

open bidding). Over time, the price of licenses has increased remarkably, reflecting the

attractiveness of the asset in the industry.

The development towards a more sustainable salmon farming industry has resulted in NDF

issuing so-called green-licenses and RD licenses since 2014. These licenses are issues for the

purpose of forcing salmon farmers to spend more resources on protecting the environment

by handling all of the biological challenges and issues connected to salmon farming and

production. As a result, the government implemented measures to enforce this sustainable

development by initiating the “Traffic light system” in 2017. More information on this

initiative are found in appendix 6. The government is therefore creating barriers to entry

because newcomers are required to spend effort, capital and resources on solving these

industry specific challenges in order to compete on the same level as existing players.

The insights above highlight the environmental and legal aspects related to the salmon

farming industry as one of the most important factors that influence the industry and the

barriers to enter. It therefore becomes evident that these factors will affect the possibility of

new entrants to enter the salmon farming industry, as they provide the absolute necessary

conditions to produce salmon. Possible entrants will therefore be subject to all of these

concerns, which makes it difficult to enter without propriate resources or capital. The

Government regulations in the industry are to a significant degree resulting in high entry

barriers in the Norwegian salmon farming industry.
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2.2.3.8 Conclusion Threat of New Entrants

In the salmon farming industry, the current players and suppliers of salmon benefit from

economies of scale, whilst the demand-side benefits of scale are large due to network

effect. There are high capital requirements to enter the industry and engage in salmon

production, and current incumbents have large advantages from long-terms experience

and resources in the industry. This has also resulted in well-established relationships and

distribution channels for industry players. These factors are all contributing to high entry

barriers in the industry. Though, the customer´s switching costs are low, as changing

vendor is effortless due to the homogeneous products. This decreases the barriers to

enter the industry for newcomers. However, as the Norwegian government has severe

restrictions regarding license and production policy, they are in fact in control of the entry

opportunities. Barriers are therefore concluded to be high in the salmon farming industry.

2.2.4 Threat of Substitutes

Goods performing the same or similar function as an industry’s product by a different

mean, is called a substitute (Porter, 2008). An industry’s profitability suffers when the

threat of substitutes is considered to be high. The industry’s profit potential becomes

limited as the substitute products or services place a ceiling on the prices. Furthermore,

the industry may suffer in terms of profitability and growth potential, if it doesn’t distance

itself from the substitutes. The threat of a substitute is perceived as high if; an attractive

price-performance trade-off is offered by it; and if the cost of switching to the substitute is

low for the buyer. The industry’s attractiveness increases when the threat of substitutes is

low (Porter, 2008).

In order to identify potential substitutes for Atlantic salmon, other major sources of animal

protein must be examined. As pork, chicken, beef, lamb and seafood represents most of

the animal protein in our diets, these products must be compared to Atlantic salmon (MH

Handbook, 2018). Each year, around 656 kg of food is consumed by the average human.

As a food source, meat has gradually become more important, and since 1961, the global

meat consumption per capita has more than doubled. However, animal protein amounts
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to just under 10% of the total diet (MH Handbook, 2018). A big contributor to the

development in global meat consumption per capita is the seafood segment. Nonetheless,

by looking at figure (5, 2017 numbers), it can be seen that only a small portion of the

global protein supply come from salmon production.

Figure 2.5: Overall protein consumption (2017)

Source: MH Handbook (2018)

Even though the oceans cover 70% of the earth’s surface, protein sources for human

consumption produced here is only 5% (MH Handbook, 2018). However, by 2050, estimates

from the UN predicts that the global population will have grown to approx. 9,77 billion.

In terms of demand for protein, this implies a 35% increase, assuming the consumption

per capita remains constant. Though, according to the UN, their estimates implies that

the actual demand will double (MH Handbook, 2018). Furthermore, the resources used

in land-based protein production will become scarce due to increased activity, and hence

the demand for proteins sources from the sea is expected to increase. However, biological

challenges like sea lice and diseases may have a negative impact on the reputation of

farmed salmon, leading to a situation where the consumers prefer other sources of animal

proteins. Low economical and emotional switching costs further strengthens this threat.

Based on solid evidence from a number of studies conducted on nutrients present in seafood,

there is a growing consensus that including salmon in your diet will improve your overall
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nutrition and reduce the risk of health issues (MH Handbook, 2018). Moreover, in addition

to be a high-quality protein source, salmon is nutritious, rich in minerals and contains high

levels of omega-3 fatty acids compared to other sources of animal protein. Thus, salmon

serves as an important part of a healthy and varied diet (MH Handbook, 2018).

As mentioned in the beginning of this section, Atlantic salmon’s closest substitutes in

terms of being a source for animal proteins are pork, chicken, beef and lamb. The relative

price of Atlantic salmon will to a great extent affect the level of threat from the substitutes

in the salmon farming industry, as the majority of the consumers are price sensitive.

Historically, consuming salmon and lamb has been expensive, while chicken and pork has

been priced more affordably. Figure (6) illustrates this trend. Until 2007, the relative

price performance of salmon had remained relatively stable, but due to the outbreak of

the salmon disease ISA, the global supply of salmon decreased which led to an increase

in the price per kg. Figure (7) illustrates this event, as well as the development of the

salmon price in recent years. Hence, it reveals the volatility of the salmon price, which has

resulted in unfavourable prices for the consumers.

Figure 2.6: Protein sources (NOK/KG)

Source: MH Handbook (2018)
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Figure 2.7: Protein sources indexed (NOK/KG)

Source: MH Handbook (2018)

Efficiency of the substitutes resource production compared to salmon is another aspect

that must be evaluated in order to determine the level of threat posed by the substitutes.

To measure the efficiency of resource production it is necessary to examine the retention of

protein and energy, edible yield and feed conversion ratio (FCR) of the various sources of

animal protein. Firstly, to produce animal proteins in the most efficient way, optimizing

resource utilization is vital. The protein retention rate serves as a measure of how much

animal food protein that is produced per unit feed protein fed to the animal. As shown in

figure 8, in comparison with pork, chicken and beef, salmon is the most efficient animal in

terms of protein retention, with a rate of 31% (MHG, 2018).

Figure 2.8: Resource utilization (2017)

Source: MH Handbook (2018)

Secondly, by dividing energy in edible parts by gross energy fed, the energy retention

rate can be measured. Compared to chicken and pork, both salmon and beef has high

energy retention rates. Salmons are cold-blooded, which means they don’t have to use

energy to heat up their bodies, and they do not use any energy to support their body
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mass. Therefore, the salmon can efficiently convert protein and energy to body muscle

and weight (MH Handbook, 2018).

Thirdly, dividing edible meat by total body weight, the edible yield can be calculated.

Looking at figure 8, salmon has a lower level of waste and non-edible meat than the

substitutes, as 68% of the Atlantic salmon is edible meat. Lastly, the feed conversion ratio

represents the efficiency of feed turning into body mass, in other words, the ratio measures

the productivity of the animal protein productions (MH Handbook, 2018). Due to the

high level of protein and energy in Atlantic salmon feed, salmon clearly outperforms the

substitutes, having the lowest feed conversion ratio.

2.2.4.1 Conclusion Threat of Substitutes

In terms of health benefits and high-quality nutrients, Atlantic salmon far exceed the

substitutes. It also has the highest retention of protein and energy, along with the highest

rate of edible yield and feed conversion ratio. Thus, Atlantic salmon is without a doubt

superior to other sources of animal protein. Nonetheless, as price performance is an

important factor, the analysis uncovers that consumers have less expensive options to

choose from, and regarding quality, especially lamb rival salmon. However, in sum, we are

not convinced that the health benefits and high-quality nutrients that salmon provide are

enough to offset expensive and volatile salmon prices, as the majority of the consumers are

considered to be price sensitive. Thus, the threat of substitutes is considered to be high.

2.2.5 Bargaining Power of Suppliers

Powerful suppliers can affect an industry’s profitability through charging higher prices,

limiting quality or services, or by transferring costs to the industry participants. Thus,

capturing more of the value for themselves. Factors such as; a concentrated supplier group;

few or no real substitutes available; differentiated and unique products; a high treat of

forward integration by the suppliers; and a supplier group that does not depend heavily

on the industry for its revenues, indicates that the suppliers bargaining power is high. The

industry’s attractiveness increases when the suppliers bargaining power is low (Porter,
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2008).

In the salmon farming industry, the suppliers of fish feed pose the highest potential threat,

as fish feed is the most crucial input and accounts for approximately half of the farming

companies production costs. In recent years, the salmon farming industry has witnessed an

increase in feed prices and raw material prices, and it is expected that the feed prices will

continue to rise in the future (Iversen et.al., 2017). The relation between salmon farmers

and suppliers of feed is therefore of significant importance (MH Handbook, 2018).

Like the salmon farming industry, the salmonid feed industry has become increasingly

consolidated during the last decade. As a result of the consolidation, three producers have

since 2008 controlled the majority of the salmon feed output; Ewos, BioMar and Skretting,

which all operates globally (MH Handbook, 2018).

As can be seen in figure 9, approximately 1,070 million tonnes of manufactures feed were

produced in 2017 on a global basis. However, the majority of the feed is used for land

living animals, where the farming of poultry, pig and ruminant accounts for more than

90%. Out of the 1,070 million tonnes of manufactured feed produced in 2017, only 4%, or

40 million tonnes, was used in aquatic farming (MH Handbook, 2018). Furthermore, since

carp is the predominant fish species, most aquatic feed produced globally is used for the

farming of carp.

Figure 2.9: Global production of manufactured feed in 2017

Source: MH Handbook (2018)
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The salmonid farming industry accounts for only 10% of the total production of aquatic

feed, where Atlantic salmon is the most farmed species, accounting for approximately

85% of the salmonid feed (MH Handbook, 2018). Salmon feed is a relatively homogenous

product, and there is little to no differentiation in the feed provided by the different

suppliers. Furthermore, the feeding control systems used by the farming companies are

relatively standard, in the way that they are compatible with salmon feed regardless of

the supplier (MH Handbook, 2018). Thus, the switching costs are considered to be low.

The salmon farming companies depend heavily on salmon feed, and there is no good

substitute for the salmon feed provided by the feed suppliers. The reason for this is that

the quality of the feed greatly impacts the quality of the fish, which may affect a company’s

revenues. This would imply that the farming companies may be willing to accept high

prices. Furthermore, due to the feed producers operating with cost-plus contracts, the

exposure of raw materials has historically been with the aquaculture companies (MH

Handbook, 2018). However, the farming companies demand high quality feed and require

the suppliers to meet sustainability regulations.

The salmon farming industry is highly capital-intensive. Also, in order to engage in salmon

farming activities, extensive knowledge, along with permissions from the government

in terms of farming licenses, is required. Therefore, the feed suppliers are not able to

credibly threaten the farming industry with forward integration. However, it is worth

mentioning that in 2014, Mowi managed to successfully integrate feed production into

their value chain. Today, Marine Harvest is the fourth largest producer of manufactured

fish feed (MH Handbook, 2018). Thus, it is reasonable to believe that in the future,

more companies will follow in Marine Harvest’s footsteps and integrate food production,

assuming it will improve cost-efficiency and facilitate higher productivity. Nonetheless,

self-sufficient companies are still exposed to expensive raw materials, as it accounts for

approximately 85% of the feed production costs (Iversen et.al., 2017).

High supplier concentration and expensive feed and raw materials indicates that the

suppliers bargaining power is high. These factors are affecting both farming companies

dependent on buying feed and farming companies with integrated feed production, since

they are heavily dependent on high quality feed. The lack of good substitutes further
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increases the suppliers’ power. Yet, as there is little differentiation in the feed provided by

the suppliers, switching costs are low. Moreover, the suppliers pose no credible threat of

integrating forward into the salmon farming industry. These factors reduce the suppliers

bargaining power.

2.2.5.1 Conclusion Bargaining Power of Suppliers

In sum, the bargaining power of suppliers is considered to be high, as the factors pointing

towards high supplier power outweighs low switching costs and the insignificant threat

of forward integration. However, it is realistic to believe that in the future more salmon

farming companies will integrate feed production in their value chain. Thus, reducing the

suppliers bargaining power.

2.2.6 Bargaining Power of Buyers

Powerful buyers can affect an industry’s profitability by pushing prices down, demanding

higher quality or more services, and inducing competition by playing industry participants

off against one another. Thus, capturing more of the value themselves. A powerful

buyer group is characterized by having negotiating leverage relative to the industry

participants. Also, if the buyers are price sensitive, they can use their influence to demand

price reductions. Factors such as; a concentrated buyer group and large-volume buyers;

products offered by the industry are standardized or undifferentiated; and a high threat of

backward integration by the buyers, determines the buyers’ degree of negotiating leverage.

Furthermore, the buyer group is price sensitive if; the industry’s product represents a

significant fraction of its cost structure; it earns low profits; and the quality of their

products or services is little affected by the industry’s product (Porter, 2008).

The international market for farmed Atlantic salmon is large (see figure 2), and Europe is

the largest market for Norwegian Atlantic salmon. With more than 4,000 players, most of

them being fairly small, the seafood industry in Europe can be characterized as fragmented.

However, the industry this paper focuses on, consisting of GSF and its peer group, are

among the largest players (MHG, 2018). Thus, the small secondary processing companies
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does not pose any significant threat.

We distinguish between primary processed salmon and secondary processed salmon. Primary

processing refers to the slaughtering and gutting of the salmon, while secondary processing

refers to the filleting, fillet trimming, portioning, smoking etc. of the salmon. Value-added

products (VAP) is a term used for salmon products that have been secondary processed

(MH Handbook, 2018). Moreover, figure 10 and 11 shows that Atlantic salmon sold in

Europe are either sold as fillet (45%), smoked (30%), whole (10%) or as other VAP (15%),

whereas 70% of the products are sold fresh and 30% as frozen. However, since farmed

Atlantic salmon is characterized as a homogenous product, and because the possibility of

product differentiation is limited, brand loyalty and hence switching costs are low.

Figure 2.10: Different Products 2017

Source: MH Handbook (2018)
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Figure 2.11: fresh vs. Frozen 2017

Source: MH Handbook (2018)

As can be seen in figure 12, the buyer group can be divided into two segments; hotels,

restaurants and catering (HORECA), and retailers, which have a 30% and 70% market

share respectively (MH Handbook, 2018). This indicates a fragmented buyer group with

mainly small participants. Therefore, the buyers’ possibility to influence prices is limited.

Furthermore, the salmon farmers controls, to some extent, the supply of salmon in the

market. As mentioned in section 2.2.4, the current price level of Atlantic salmon is high,

due to the difference in demand and supply, with demand exceeding the supply. Because

consumers are willing to pay for quality and value added, the farmers can leverage their

position by targeting the consumers with the highest willingness to pay (MH Handbook,

2018).
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Figure 2.12: Retail vs. Horeca 2017

Source: MH Handbook (2018)

The buyer group pose no credible threat of integrating backward into the salmon farming

industry. As mentioned in section 2.2.3, entry barriers are high. They are too small,

lacking the financial muscles, experience, resources and competence needed to operate in

the farming industry. Furthermore, the relevant authorities have a licensing regime in

place in all salmon producing regions, and acquiring licenses is the key prerequisite to

operate in the salmon farming industry (MH Handbook, 2018).

2.2.6.1 Conclusion Bargaining Power of Byers

Factors such as undifferentiated and homogenous products, low switching costs and price

sensitivity points toward high bargaining power for the buyers. However, as the buyer

group is highly fragmented, mainly consisting of small players purchasing low volumes, their

bargaining power is reduced as their possibility to influence prices are limited. Furthermore,

the buyers pose no credible threat of backward integration. All factors considered, the

buyers bargaining power is considered to be moderate.
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2.2.7 Summary Competitive Forces

The analysis of the salmon farming industry has revealed the most significant underpinnings

of competition and the root causes of profitability within the industry (Porter, 2008).

The internal rivalry in the salmon farming industry is determined to be low, as the

competitors are competing with low intensity and limited price competition. Players are

familiar and have similar approaches of competing, indicating that they can read each

other signals well. These factors result in low level of rivalry in the industry. Despite the

slow growth in the past years, there is low intensity on competition. Exit barriers are

high due to specialized assets, fixed costs and technological synergies. Each competitor´s

commitment to the business is high, though limiting intensity as they have common goals.

The intensity of rivalry is therefore assumed to be low in the industry.

In addition to the intensity of competition, the basis of which players compete is defined

by low product differentiation, high investment costs and fixed costs, and low switching

costs. These forces contribute to higher rivalry between industry competitors. However,

due to capacity constraints, large capacity increments are not common nor possible for

industry players. Price competition is also limited due to the government regulations and

capacity roof. Rivalry in the industry is therefore not especially destructive to profitability

and internal rivalry is concluded to be low (Porter, 2008).

The threat of new entrants in the industry is considerably low. The industry is shaped by

restrictive government regulations, which creates the highest barrier for newcomers. In

addition, there are extensive supply-side economies of scale and also high demand-side

benefits of scale. Capital requirements are high in the industry, and the current players

have large incumbency advantages with regards to technologies. As most competitors are

vertically integrated, entrants have limited access to distribution channels. These forces

are contributing to the high entry barriers in the salmon farming industry.

The bargaining power of suppliers is high in the salmon farming industry. This is mostly

a result of the high concentration of industry players, the expensive raw materials and

high feed costs. In addition, since most competitors are not integrated in feed production,

dependency of buying quality feed increases bargaining power of suppliers. Though,
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due to low differentiation among suppliers, switching costs are low, indicating a slightly

lowered bargaining power. Possible integration in future feed production may also reduce

bargaining power of suppliers in a long-term perspective.

The analysis further reveals that the bargaining power of buyer is moderate. The low

product differentiation and standardization between industry players and thereby also the

low switching costs indicates high bargaining power of buyers. Low price sensitivity is also

contributing to higher power. Since the consolidation of buyers is low, volumes bought

are also small. In addition, buyers do not serve as any threat for vertically integrating

in salmon production. These forces enhance a lower bargaining power, and the total

bargaining power of buyers in the industry is therefore at a moderate level.

Last, the threat of substitutes is high in the industry. Customers are price sensitive to

salmon as a commodity and switching costs are low to alternative protein sources. These

forces strengthen the threat of substitutes. However, health benefits and reputation may

reduce the threat of substitutes in a slightly manner. Though, price sensitivity is still the

most significant determinant, and the overall threat of substitutes is therefore considered

to be high.

2.3 Distribution of Value Creation

The profitability and competition in the industry is determined by the industry structure.

As the industry structure determines how the economic value created by industry is divided,

the structure determines the industry´s long-term profit potential (Porter, 2008). This

section will therefore identify how much of the economic value created by the industry

is retained by the industry players, versus bargained away by customers and suppliers,

limited by substitutes, or constrained by potential new entrants (Porter, 2008).

The rivalry in the industry is low, indicating that the competition among industry players

does not limit profitability. Industry barriers are high, and value created by the industry

is therefore not constrained by potential new entrants. Due to consumers being price

sensitive, threat of substitutes is high in the industry. However, as supply is limited,

and demand is significantly higher than supply, total sales volumes are not affected by
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this threat. The majority of consumers are price sensitive and due to the limited supply,

industry players can target the consumer´s with highest willingness to pay. The industry’s

profitability is therefore not limited by the threat of substitutes.

Since the buyer’s bargaining power is moderate, it would normally indicate that some

of the value created by the industry is bargained away. However, due to customers not

being able to affect prices, and the industry players´ possibility to target the consumers

with high willingness to pay, buyers are not able to capture any of the value created by

the industry. The suppliers bargaining power is high, and unlike the other four forces,

this affects the distribution of the value created by the salmon industry. Feed make up

approximately 50% of the production costs in the industry, and the farmers are highly

dependent on high quality feed, as this is the most important production input. Therefore,

the feed suppliers are able to bargain away some of the value created by the industry, as

they are able to set the premises and push prices upwards.

2.4 Technological Developments Affecting the Forces

The current structure in the industry has revealed how the value created in the industry

is divided at current state. Though, as the industry is constantly undergoing adjustment,

shifts in structure may occur and enhance or reduce the industry´s profit potential.

Changing technologies or changes in customers need may cause these shifts in structure

(Porter, 2008) The technological developments in the industry may therefore contribute to

shifts that changes the structure of competition and hence the profit potentials.

2.4.1 Potential shifts in Internal Rivalry

Technological developments may reduce biological challenges in the industry and increase

harvest volumes and thus total marked supply. If industry players are able to capture

a share of this growing marked, they will grow in terms of size. Increasing harvesting

volumes will also enhance industry growth because of the growth in supply. New technology

may further increase exit barriers because the acquired and obtained asset will be even
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more specialized to the production. Platforms that facilitates data sharing may improve

transparency among industry players, which makes it easier to read each other’s signals.

Furthermore, technological developments may enhance cost efficiency, as reducing biological

challenges result in production efficiency, and thus benefits related to economies of scale

and lower marginal costs may be enhanced. As a result of these effects, the technological

developments may facilitate lower rivalry amongst the industry players, and this rivalry

may also be further reduced and industry profitability increases.

2.4.2 Potential shifts in Threat of New Entrants

If the technological development lead to a reduction of biological challenges and increases

harvesting volumes and supply growth, potential for supply-side economies of scale will

increase. A higher production volume per plant reduces cost per kg harvested and marginal

costs, leading to economies of scale and cost-efficiency. Capital requirements in the industry

may increase if new and additional investments in technology and plant is required in

order to compete in the industry. A result from these additional investments will be

higher incumbency advantages due to extended experience, assets and resources of industry

players. The government may also require that new entrants invest and obtain these

technologies, if they reduce industry challenges. All the above-mentioned factors may result

in an enhancement of the entry barriers, which makes it more difficult for newcomers to

enter the industry. Profitability opportunities may therefore be enhanced by technological

developments.

2.4.3 Potential shifts in Bargaining Power of Suppliers

The factors that determines the bargaining power of suppliers in the industry will not

to a large extent be influenced by the technological development. However, because the

development in technology may lead to industry growth, players will be more dependent

on the supplier´s inputs in order to increase production. It is already established that

suppliers have high bargaining power in the industry and may set high prices. Increased

dependency of suppliers may therefore further enhance the value captured by this segment,
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reducing the opportunities for profitability in the industry.

2.4.4 Absent Shifts in Bargaining Power of Buyers and Threat of

Substitutes

The technological developments will not have a large impact on the bargaining power of

buyers. However, if the supply in the industry increases, prices may decrease and hence

lead to a decrease in bargaining power amongst buyers. Neither will the technologies

affect threat of substitutes in a great manner. These factors may therefore not change the

opportunities for value creation.

2.5 Conclusion Industry Analysis

In order to determine to what extent GSF should cooperate with peers in implementing

their 2020 Program for sustainable growth, the industry of which GSF operates has been

analyzed. The purpose of the industry analysis is to understand the driving forces of

competition and the main causes to profitability (Porter, 2008). The analysis is therefore

structured three parts; the first part is determining the strength of forces that shape

industry competition, the second is determining how the value creation is distributed,

and the third is revealing potential shifts in the competitive forces resulting from the

technological developments.

In conclusion, the forces that shape competition in the salmon farming industry has

revealed that the rivalry among competitors is low in the current industry. The entry

barriers are high, and bargaining power of suppliers are high, while the bargaining power

of buyers is moderate. The threat of substitutes is also considered to be high in the

industry today. The forces reveal that the most influential factors that influence industry

competition is the key factors; cost-efficiency, maximize utilization of licenses and obtaining

new licenses, economies of scale and technological developments and innovation.

The distribution of value creation reveals that rivalry does not limit profitability because

of high entry barriers, and value created by the industry is therefore not constrained
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by potential new entrants. The industry´s profitability is not limited by the threat of

substitutes and value created in the industry is not bargained away by byers. Though,

suppliers are able to capture some of the value created in the industry.

The new technological developments in the industry may result in a further reduced intensity

of rivalry in the industry. In addition, potential shifts in threat of new entrants may

increase the entry barriers and hence increase the industry´s profit potential. Technological

developments may facilitate high growth and result in higher bargaining power of suppliers

due to higher dependability. Bargaining power of byers may be increased if prices of salmon

increases. Threat of substitutes will not significantly be affected by the technological

developments.
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3 Internal Analysis

In order to understand the sources of competitive advantage, Barney (1995) stresses

the importance of examining both external and internal phenomena. Therefore, an

internal analysis will be conducted by applying the VRIO framework. The purpose of

the VRIO analysis is to identify and evaluate of the most important resources of GSF

in implementing their GSF 2020 Program for sustainable growth. The 2020 program

consists of four strategic focus areas; Post-smolt strategy, digitalization, biosecurity and

welfare and expansion opportunities. In the VRIO analysis, the necessary resources for

implementing each strategy will be identified, and the resources and capabilities that

GSF has invested in and possess will be evaluated to what extent they are valuable, rare,

inimitable and organized. This analysis will reveal if GSF has any current resources or

capabilities connected to their GSF 2020 program that may provide the company with a

competitive advantage.

The next step of the VRIO analysis will address what resources that GSF has to invest

in or acquire in order to fully maximize and implement their GSF 2020 program. As

necessary investments in resources are identified, a discussion and conclusion of whether

those resources should be implemented by GSF themselves or in cooperation with peers

will follow.

3.1 Introduction to framework and Barney’s VRIO

In order to understand why some resources may lead to a competitive advantage and why

other may only result in a competitive parity situation, one must fully understand the

underlying assumptions behind the resource-based view (RBV) and the VRIO rationale.

The assumptions behind the theory that one firm may have a competitive advantage or

even a sustained competitive advantage is based on two principles: firm heterogeneity and

perfect mobility (Barney, 1991). First, firms may gain heterogeneity by strategic resources,

and second, resources may not be perfectly mobile across industry players (Barney, 1991).
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A firm´s resources and capabilities consist of all assets applied by an organization to

develop, manufacture and deliver and end product to customers. These assets may be

physical, human organizational or financial (Barney, 1995). In order to be a source of

heterogeneity and mobility, resources must have four attributes; valuable, rare, inimitable

and organized. The criterions for being a VRIO resource are as follows:

Barney (1991) describes valuable as resources that may enable a firm to create and

implement strategies that improves effectiveness and efficiency. Valuable resources will

exploit opportunities or neutralize threats and thus improve performance. For GSF,

resources are valuable if they exploit the opportunities or mitigate threats in their

surrounding environment, add value for the customers by increasing differentiation or

reducing price, or lead to cost-efficiency. GSF´s resources are rare if they may only be

acquired by the firm itself (Barney, 1991). If resources are not rare for GSF and other peers

may acquire them, each of these firms may implement the same value-creating strategies

as GSF by exploiting the resource in the same manner. This will result in a competitive

parity for GSF where resources are valuable to the company but common (Barney, 1995).

A resource is inimitable if firms that possess valuable and rare resources are unable to

obtain them wither by duplication or substitution (Barney, 1991; Barney, 1995). For GSF,

resource may be inimitable by competitors if they are dependent on unique historical

conditions, causally ambiguity (numerous “small decisions”) or socially complex (Barney,

1995). Last, in order to fully realize the potential competitive advantage from resources,

they must be organized properly in the organization in order to maximize exploitation

(Barney, 1995). For GSF, this entails resources of management control systems, reporting

structures, control processes, formal reporting structure etc. These criterions will be

applied in order to analyze whether GSF´s resources for implementing their 2020 program

will lead to a competitive advantage for the company.
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3.2 Key Success Factors in the Salmon Farming

Industry

The external industry analysis reveals which important factors that influences the salmon

farmer’s ability to perform in the industry. These are identified as cost-efficiency, maximize

utilization of licenses and obtaining new licenses, economies of scale and technological

developments and innovation. If GSF is able to improve their processes related to these

factors by implementing their 2020 program, competitive advantages may be a result.

In order to investigate whether GSF possess the necessary resources and capabilities for

implementing this strategy, and decide to what extent they should invest in cooperative

measures, a brief explanation of the key success factors will follow.

As mentioned in section 2.2.4, salmon products are characterized as being homogeneous

and cost efficiency is therefore considered to be the most important key success factor.

Furthermore, due to a growing focus on value-added products (VAP) in the salmon farming

industry, the players’ possibilities to further diversify their product portfolio is limited.

In order to optimize the production and achieve high production volumes, the importance

of utilizing and obtaining new licenses have been pointed out as a critical factor. Due to

the difficultness of obtaining new licenses from the Norwegian government, the external

analysis revealed that external growth in the industry has been achieved mainly through

MA activities. Furthermore, to reduce the production cost per KG and to potentially

increase the margins on salmon, high production volumes are key. The combination of

these observations indicates that cost-efficiency is an absolute critical success factor in the

industry, as they are all determinants of economies of scale.

The level of vertical integration in the industry has increased over the recent years and is

now perceived as high. The reason for this development is a shared objective among the

salmon farmers to reduce the overall costs, improve product quality and to be less reliable

on third parties. As a result, the major players now control everything from egg and smolt

production to processing. Marine Harvest has even gone a step further in their vertical

integration strategy by also integrating and controlling the production of feed. Thus, to
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survive in the salmon farming industry, a fully integrated value chain is crucial.

When expanding and improving the overall efficiency of the salmon production in the

industry, section 2.2.2.2 emphasize the fact that technological innovation plays a key role.

Several companies are currently exploring new farming technologies in order to acquire and

exploit development licenses. Furthermore, technological innovations such as advanced

sensors, big data and artificial intelligence plays a crucial role in reducing the risk for

biological diseases and other dangers to the fish in the sea, as well as to generate better

farming decisions.

3.3 Resources and Capabilities for GSF 2020 Program

for Sustainable Growth

In 2016, GSF 2020 launched the GSF 2020 Program for Sustainable Growth with a goal

of utilize existing farming licenses and grow towards a harvest volume of 100 000 GWT in

2020 with costs at or below industry level. The purpose of the program is further to sustain

growth after 2020 (GSF Annual Report, 2018). The strategic focus areas that comprises

the 2020 Program is the company´s Post-smolt Strategy, Digitalization, Biosecurity and

Welfare and Expansion Opportunities.

These strategies will be analyzed and further examined in the following section to identify

the necessary resources for implementation, what current resources and capabilities that

GSF holds, and which investments in resources that should be made in order to fulfil their

strategy. An analysis of whether GSF´s current resources are valuable, rare, inimitable or

organized will be executed in order to investigate whether they may lead to a competitive

advantage for the company. In addition, the analysis will reveal potential consequences by

implementing strategies and how they may improve key success factors in the industry.

This will also highlight important expansion opportunities for the company. Finally, a

discussion of what investments GSF should perform alone or in cooperation with peers

will follow, concluding to what extent they should cooperate in each respective strategy.
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3.3.1 Post-Smolt Strategy

GSF´s Post Smolt Strategy is part of the overall 2020 improvement program, which will

enable the company to reduce the time that fish spends in seawater by increasing the size of

smolt. The company expects to develop smolt with an average weight of 500 grams in 2020,

which is a significant improvement from the 90 grams average in 2014 (GSF Annual Report,

2018). The Program will improve biosecurity, as less time in seawater reduces exposure

to biological risks and challenges and thus reduces environmental footprint. It also leads

to longer fallowing periods if needed, improves the survival rate of salmon because of

improved robustness and result in a more efficient production cycle. Collectively, these

measures contribute to reduced capital expenditures for GSF (GSF Annual Report, 2018).

3.3.1.1 Necessary Resources for Implementing Post Smolt Strategy:

In order to implement the post-smolt strategy and reveal whether this would lead to a

competitive advantage for GSF, investments in two main resource is identified as the most

crucial and necessary: namely the smolt production facilities and underlying technology.

The underlying technology comprises systems for RAS, water supply, feeding, backup

generators, monitor and control and effluent treatment. Complementary resources valuable

to implementation will be the location of facilities and the PPE necessary for production

of smolt.

3.3.1.2 GSF´s Post Smolt Resources and Capabilities – VRIO Analysis

GSF currently possess the majority of resources needed for implementing their post-

smolt strategy. These includes their post-smolt facilities in Finnmark, Rogaland, BC and

Shetland and the necessary technology behind the smolt production process. The resources

are further analyzed below.

Post Smolt Facilities and Production GSF currently has smolt facilities in Finnmark,

Rogaland and BC (GSF Annual Report, 2018). The company holds 4 licenses in fresh
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water for smolt production (GSF Annual Report, 2018). GSF has 2 smolt facilities in

Finnmark, where Adamselv is an in-house smolt facility and Hasvik is a large smolt joint

venture with the peer NRS. The company further has two smolt facilities Trosnavåg and

Tytlandsvik, the Golden River smolt facility in BC and the RAS smolt facility in Shetland

(GSF Capital Markets Update, 2018).

The Post Smolt production and facilities of GSF is considered to be a valuable and

organized resource, but it is neither rare nor inimitable by competitors. From 2011, GSF

has developed post-smolt capabilities and resources by investments in upgrading their

smolt facilities in fresh water in all regions (GSF Annual Report, 2018). The investments

in Smolt production facilities made by GSF is valuable to the company because it frees up

seawater capacity and reduce number of active sea sites (GSF Capital Markets Update,

2018). This contributes to cost efficiency and reduction of exposure to biological risks.

By expanding the smolt facilities in Finnmark, Rogaland and British Columbia, GSF has

been able to produce quality smolt with higher degree of robustness. This mitigates the

biological and environmental threats as larger smolt leads to higher biosecurity, reduced

footprints and increased survival rates. As the quality of smolt and hence salmon is

increased, customer´s perception of GSF´s fish may be enhanced due to higher quality.

The smolt facilities are therefore a valuable resource to GSF. In addition, the smolt

production increases survival rates and ensures cost efficiency. As production growth is

increased, GSF will have higher harvesting volumes and hence expand their supply in the

industry. This will also lead to potential economies of scale for the company, due to fully

utilizing their license capacity. It is therefore a highly valuable resource for GSF.

Since 2007, GSF has implemented a strategy for recycling of water in smolt facilities that

allows the company to use less fresh water (GSF Annual Report, 2018). The fresh water

recirculation systems are considered a valuable resource for GSF, as less fresh water usage

result in energy savings for water heating and the company is able to keep smolt in the

facility tanks at a longer period before they are unleashed in seawater. The abovementioned

investments in upgrading of facilities has mainly applied to this process (GSF Annual

Report, 2018).

As GSF is less dependent of fresh water supply, temperature loss is minimal and productivity
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on recycling is increased. This is especially valuable at sites where temperatures are low

in the winter. As a consequence of the recirculation systems, smolt will spend less time in

sweater, hence decrease exposure to biological risks and potentially increase harvesting

volumes, which again improve cost-efficiency. The fresh water systems are therefore

considered highly valuable to GSF.

The location of GSF´s smolt facilities further increases the value of GSF´s smolt production

resource. Since GSF´s smolt facilitates are located in close nearby to the largest production

facilities, costs related to transportation, the smoltification process and hatching of eggs

are decreased. GSF´s is investing in their smolt production with the goal of being self-

sufficient of smolt in 2020. By owning their own smolt facilities nearby salmon farming

sites, GSF is in control of the entire value chain, which provides greater foundations for

agile management and distribution of smolt to production facilities, which results in cost

benefits. This further implies that the post smolt facilities are organized with regards to

both production and cost efficiency, emphasizing the value of the resource.

In addition, the Post Smolt Strategy is rare for the majority of the salmon farmers in the

industry, as only few competitors own their own smolt facilities and production. This

entails that the majority of companies will not implement the same value creating strategy

of post smolt production as GSF. Though, for GSF´s peers, the smolt production facilities

are not a rare resource, as they all have smolt production integrated in their value chain

and many of them are already self-sufficient on smolt. The smolt facilities are therefore

not considered to be a rare for GSF.

However, GSF is not the only competitor in the industry that has developed and created a

post-smolt strategy. Both SALM, Mowi and Lerøy Seafood are all implementing measures

to improve smolt size and quality (MH Handbook, 2018). This implies that the post smolt

facilities are not inimitable, as competitors are able to duplicate the same measurements

and implement smolt production (Barney, 1995). Though, smolt licenses (in fresh water)

are still required and increases the threat of imitation. However, as the post smolt

production and facilities fails to fulfil the rareness and inimitability requirement and is

only considered valuable and organized, the resource will only contribute to creating a

competitive parity for GSF in the industry.
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3.3.1.3 Requirement of Future Investments in Post-smolt Strategy

From the above analysis it becomes evident that the necessary resources and capabilities

required to implement the post smolt strategy of GSF are mainly the smolt production

facilities with complementary technologies, where the location serves as a valuable resource.

GSF has already invested large amounts in their smolt production facilities and expects

all facilities to be upgraded by 2020 so that all farming sites are self-sufficient of smolt.

In order to implement their post smolt strategy as a part of GSF Precision Farming, the

company will need to continue its investments in upgrading the smolt facilities in BC

so they meet the goal of harvesting 100 000 tons GWT in 2020. If the company fails to

supply the salmon pens with sufficient amounts of smolt to increase capacity, the target

will not be accomplished by 2020 as this is one of the underlying requirements for strategic

success. As the upgrading of the remaining smolt facilities are presumed to be completed

this year, further investments in smolt facilities should only apply to BC. Though, it is

assumed that GSF would need further investments in smolt facilities on a long-term basis,

if they are awarded new licenses and farming sites.

3.3.1.4 Implementing Cooperative or Individual New Investments?

GSF has almost completed the necessary investments for their post smolt strategy. The

company has invested in the resources and capabilities to implement this strategy since

2011, and the additional need of investments to accomplish the strategic goals are therefore

limited. As the expansion of smolt facility in BC is the only remaining investment, it is

argued that the benefits from cooperating with peers in the acquirement and investments

of these resources are small, as the smolt facility in BC is only supplying the nearby

farming sites of the company. GSF should therefore invest in expanding their post-smolt

facility in BC by themselves without cooperating with peers. As previously mentioned,

the smolt facility Hasvik in Finnmark is a result of a joint venture between GSF and its

peer NRS. Both companies have a share of 50% and smolt is therefore distributed equally

between the two companies (GSF Capital Market Update, 2018). The joint investments

are beneficial for GSF, as it secures additional smolt supply in Finnmark where GSF
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has most licenses and the highest harvest volumes. Cooperating with NRS entails lower

fixed costs for production and maintenance, in addition to economies of scale for both

companies with higher smolt production volumes. These benefits may be superior to the

benefits from individually investing in smolt-facilities and GSF should therefore consider

establishing new joint ventures for smolt-production with peers in the future.

3.3.2 Digitalization

The second strategic focus area of GSF 2020 program for sustainable growth is their

digitalization strategy. The company applies sensors, big data, artificial intelligence and

automatization to generate improved decision making (GSF Annual Report, 2018). The

company applies real-time data acquisition from pens to predict events in advance and

omit negative incidents. This is mainly accomplished through GSF Precision Farming

(GSF Annual Report, 2018).

3.3.2.1 Necessary Resources for Implementing Digitalization Strategy

The most crucial resources for implementing the digitalization strategy for GSF is a

combination of data, technologies, processes and people. In order to succeed with this

strategy, GSF needs to invest in sensor systems, platforms for big data collection and

analysis, automatization processes and business intelligence with advanced algorithms.

In order to apply these resources for value creating purposes, resources in operational

centers with suitable people, skills and management processes is required. Complementary

resources entail data-driven platforms where several competitors collect, analyze and share

data for prediction purposes, which increases benefits from digitalization, see figure ??
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Figure 3.1: GSF Data Process

Source: GSF Annual Report (2018)

3.3.2.2 GSF´s Digitalization Resources and Capabilities – VRIO Analysis

GSF currently possess the majority of the resources for implementing their digitalization

strategy. Among these are GSF Precision Farming, which includes sensor technology,

use of artificial intelligence and big data, and the GSF Cloud platform and AquaCloud

collaborative platform in cooperating with other farmers and IBM Watson, and their

operational centers for automatization processes. These will be further examined in the

following section.

GSF Precision Farming Grieg Seafood Precision Farming is an essential part of the

new 2020 program focusing on digitalization of the company. The program is applying big

data analytics to collect real-time data from seawater pens, which allows for prediction

and improves decision-making (GSF Annual Report, 2018). By creating a digital platform

where data analytics is combined with algorithms, GSF will provide real-time data to

salmon farmers. This will improve the understanding of relationship between environment

and the fish and predict aspects in advantage such as why some pens have slower growth

rate and sea lice outbreaks. The pilot center was opened in 2018 in Rogaland where five

sites are being fed and monitored form this center. These measures will result in reduced
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costs and increased growth for GSF (GSF Annual Report, 2018).

The GSF Precision Farming program is considered to be a valuable and organized resource

for GSF in the short term. Sensor systems are installed in all of GSF´s production facilities

and stored in GSF Cloud before it is analyzed with IBM Watson who also performs the

predictions. The company collects data from their feeding system and the surrounding

environment and apply it for decision making processes. This is valuable, as GSF exploit

the external opportunities by mapping the conditions in cages and environment, hereby

gaining valuable knowledge of the factors that influence the salmon farming process

(Barney, 1995). As a result, predictions can be made of the threats that are coming from

biological challenges and these may therefore be prevented by implementing mitigation

measures such as sea lice skirts.

Based on the information above, sensors and analytic systems are especially valuable

resources in implementing their digitalization strategy because predictions will lead to

more effective prevention mechanisms towards biological challenges and hence decrease

the need of interference in later stages of the salmon farming process. This will lead to

improved cost efficiency for GSF, as operational costs decrease and harvesting volumes

are expected to increase due to lower mortality rates. In addition, as feeding processes

are optimized, diseases are prevented, GSF may create higher value for customer as the

quality of fish increases.

As increasing amounts of data provide more reliable insights, there are only a limited

number of salmon farmers that may benefit to an equal extent as GSF. This is mainly

because other competitors in the industry, except for peers, are in possession of fewer

facilitates and farming sites than GSF. Thus, the amount of real-time data is smaller and

quality of data for preventative purposes is reduced. It is therefore difficult to implement

the same accuracy of predictions as GSF. Even though this may indicate a certain rareness

of the resource in the industry, the technologies and processes applied in Precision Farming

are not rare for peers. Several of GSF´s peers have implemented the same technologies and

possess necessary processes, skills and management practices to implement sensor systems

and predict future environmental aspects. These resources are therefore not considered to

be rare for GSF.
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However, the technology and processes behind the sensor systems, collection of big data,

creation of algorithms and analysis platforms are measurements that all salmon farmers

may be able to implement depending on their size. It will only be capital extensive and a

long-term process. Applying third party solutions such as IBM Watson for analysis and

prediction of data is also a resource that may be bough of the shelf from competitors if

capital allows for it. The quality of collected data will however, depending on number and

size of pens, vary among the competitors. Though the premises that Precision Farming is

built on can, in theory, be duplicated or substituted by all companies.

The technology behind the program may also be imitated by other farmers, as patents

and other intellectual properties are difficult to obtain because of the requirements from

the government in solving industry challenges. It is therefore easy to acquire the necessary

resources and make similar investments. In addition, the Norwegian Government requires

salmon farmers to share their innovation and technologies with other competitors if they

contribute to solving the industry specific challenges. Intellectual property rights and

other resources that may provide GSF with a competitive advantage in relation to peers,

are more or less non-existing in the industry. GSF Precision Farming Program is therefore

concluded to be a valuable and organized resources for GSF, but it fails to fulfil the

inimitability and rareness requirement and will only contribute to a competitive parity for

the company.

Aqua Cloud The NCE Seafood Innovation Cluster has launched the Aqua Cloud

initiative, providing a common cloud-based platform for salmon farmers that contributes

to improve the biological challenges in the industry such as sea lice (GSF Annual Report,

2018). The initiative consists of expertise from researchers, data scientists, health managers

and salmon farmers who generates and analyze massive amounts of real time data. GSF is

one of the contributors of data in this cooperation, which is estimated to predict sea lice

outbreaks at farming locations up to three weeks in advance (GSF Annual Report, 2018).

Members of AquaCloud will gain valuable insights from the cooperation, as greater amounts

of data provide improved and more accurate foundations for estimation. GSF achieves

value from the cooperation because the analysis will be more reliable as the amount
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increases. This is especially valuable to GSF, as two of the largest peers and companies

in the industry (Mowi and LSG) are sharing real-time data. These two companies will

alone provide GSF with more data and prediction opportunities than the company could

manage themselves. This without any additional investments. The initiative will also

increase revenue and net costs, as more accurate prediction of disease outbreaks requires

less interference and treatment and secures high harvesting volumes. This results in

cost-efficiency for GSF because of improved biological conditions, lower fish mortality and

increased harvesting numbers.

The platform is highly valuable, as it exploits the goal of all salmon farmers of solving

the industry specific challenges. Taking cooperative initiatives provides positive signals to

the government about the importance and high focus of reducing sea lice levels between

industry competitors. This may result in additional funding from governmental bodies,

which again improves GSF cost-efficiency. Moreover, as quality of the salmon increases

from reduced diseases and interference, customers’ perceived value of the commodity may

increase. The AquaCloud platform is therefore considered an important and valuable

resource to GSF.

The cooperative platform and initiative may be seen as an infrequent measurement in the

industry today, as it is the only initiate that has placed many of the largest salmon farmers

below one roof where all have a common goal and will benefit from sharing their company

specific data. There are only five salmon farmers who contributes to the platform today,

which makes it uncommon. Though, the purpose of AquaCloud is not to serve as a joint

venture who provides members with a stronger competitive position. It´s main purpose

is to solve the biological issues and ensure growth in the salmon farming industry. It is

therefore possible for other salmon farmers to join the platform and contribute with data.

The AquaCloud collaboration is therefore not considered to be a rare resource for GSF.

Aqua Cloud is also well organized to GSF business and processes, where it integrates with

the control center in Rogaland (GSF Annual Report, 2018). As the platform is cloud-

based, GSF will have immediate access to real-time data from all members, simplifying

the management control system processes.

Though, as in the case of the abovementioned resources of GSF, the Aqua Cloud platforms
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may be imitated by other competitors in the industry or even attract them to the existing

platform. If the technologies and sensor systems are in place, other competitors may

also establish their own cooperative platforms for sharing data. It is therefore easy to

imitate if the technology and sensors are adapted. However, it may be challenging for other

competitors to establish relationships for data sharing, which may be more challenging with

regards to imitation. The Aqua Cloud platforms is using IBM Watson analytics to predict

sea lice outbreaks, and since IMB Watson is an external service provider, competitors

could also take advantage of the same analytics (GSF, Annual Report, 2018).

Based on this analysis, the Aqua Cloud platform is an important resource for GSF for

implementing their digitalization strategy. It is a valuable resource for GSF that is properly

organized in the company. Though, AquaCloud is not a rare resource in the industry and

the collaboration may be imitated by other competitors. Therefore, it does not fulfil s

the VRIO conditions that must be in place in order to sustain advantage as argued by

(Barney, 1995).

Operations Centres In 2018, GSF opened a pilot for integrated operation center in

Rogaland. The company has further investment plans of opening full-scale operation

centers for remote farming operations in all farming regions (GSF Annual Report, 2018).

These centers will collect and analyze both new and existing data. Though continuous data

analysis, feeding operations will be centralized and improved and managers may monitor

and create overview over all technical infrastructure, which support decision making (GSF

Annual Report, 2018).

The operations center in Rogaland is a valuable resource for GSF due to efficiency

improvement, better feeding, reduced costs and increased growth. The centers exploit the

data collected from sensors to control feeding processes and ensure optimal fish quality.

By analyzing environmental data and data from pens, GSF will increase knowledge of

diseases and other threats. The company will therefore have greater opportunities for

preventing and mitigating the threats that are causing reduction in harvest volumes and

higher costs. As the investment in control centers are expected to have a long lifetime and

decision making will improve as more data is collected, the future value and costs savings
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will be worth more than the current investment costs (higher NPV). The operations center

is therefore a valuable resource for GSF.

As the facility in Rogaland function as a common location for data collection, which again

controls feeding and monitoring, GSF has simplified five different IT-environments into

one collective (GSF Annual Report, 2018). The merging provides improved management

control systems, processes and efficiency and leads to enhanced decision making. The

organization of GSF is therefore improved, as many of the steps in the salmon farming

process is digitalized and made available for the entire company. Tasks are also centralized,

which frees up time for employees, creating more opportunities to focus on fish welfare.

The operational center in Rogaland is also aimed to result in a full-scale operational center

by 2020, which will simplify the formal and informal control processes in the company.

GSF Precision Farming is therefore considered an organized resource.

Though, as discussed in the previous section, an operational center is possible to acquire by

competitors if they possess the complementary resources such as sensors and management

systems, and if they possess the necessary investment capital. Technologies and PPE may

be acquired from third parties, and competitors could obtain capital from investors. The

operations center in Rogaland is therefore not a rare resource for GSF. This also implies

that resources may be imitated or substituted by other players. As the sensor systems and

operations center is a new resource for GSF, there are no historical conditions that makes

it difficult to imitate this resource by competitors. Thus, the center is not an inimitable

resource.

Because the operations center in Rogaland is not a rare nor inimitable resource for GSF,

the outcome will only result in a competitive parity for the company. Though, the resource

is highly valuable and well organized, and future investments in additional and similar

resources may affect the possibility of imitation and rareness and increase GSF´s possibility

of a competitive advantage in the industry.
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3.3.2.3 Requirement of Future Investments in Digitalization

The analysis of GSF´s resources above reveals that the company has performed large

investments in their digitalization strategy, led by the program GSF Precision Farming. The

company currently holds resources in sensor technology, big data and artificial intelligence

processes, in addition to the operations center in Rogaland and the collaboration platform

AquaCloud. These resources are the most crucial for succeeding in the implementation of

digitalization strategy. The need for further investments is therefore limited to one field:

In order to increase the value creation and success of their digitalization strategy, GSF

will need to invest further in operations centers in all regions. Each region should have

their own center, enabling automatization of feeding and surveillance of condition in pens

and environmental attributes. By investing in several operations centers, the amount

of real-time data will increase and thus provide GSF with greater chances of predicting

threats and improve decision-making and control. This will enable the company to reduce

costs even further and increase production growth. It is therefore suggested that in order

to implement their digitalization strategy, GSF should invest in additional operations

centers due to the importance and benefits from these resources.

3.3.2.4 Implementing Cooperative or Individual New Investments?

GSF has already implemented sensor systems in facilities and created platforms for data

collection, analysis and prediction. The process of their digitalization strategy is therefore

currently considered to be at a well operating stage, and the need for taking new cooperative

measures with peers is limited. As the company launched the pilot operation center in

Rogaland, they have experience when investing in new centers and may learn from this

process in order to make the new centers most efficient and limit unnecessary costs. It

is therefore suggested that GSF should implement sensor technology in their production

facilities, use algorithms and collect data by themselves. It is also suggested that the new

investments in operations centers in each region should be made individually by GSF.

However, as the benefits with collaborating in the AquaCloud platform is greater than

what the company is able to gain by themselves, this collaboration should continue.
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Collaborating through platforms such as AquaCloud increases the chance of solving the

biological challenges in the industry and reduce footprint, as larger amount of data

increase accuracy and effect from prediction. For GSF, the more data-resources that are

shared through AquaCloud, the greater is the benefits and effects from implementing their

digitalization strategy. It is therefore suggested that further investments should be made

in sharing data with the members, including peers. In order to increase quality of data,

it is also suggested that GSF should, if possible, attract the two remaining peers SALM

and LSG to the AquaCloud platform. This will enhance GSF´s probability of mitigating

environmental threats and increase the harvest capacity and hence utilization of licenses.

Based on the above insights, it is suggested that GSF should collaborate with all of

its peers in data sharing and analysis in order to fully maximize the results from their

digitalization strategy. As AquaCloud only comprises two of the peers, it is suggested

that this process continues, and if possible, GSF should attract SALM and NRS to the

collaboration platform in order to increase the benefits and effect from sharing data.

3.3.3 Biosecurity and Welfare

GSF is aiming to pursue a systematic and long-term approach to sustain fish welfare. the

company is further investing in new technology and development of preventive measures

that may contribute to reduced biological issues in the sea. Among these are sea lice,

low seawater temperatures, low oxygen levels and other diseases (GSF Annual Report,

2018). These preventive measures will reduce the environmental footprint and result in

high survival rates, high harvest quality and volumes, stronger growth and lower costs

(GSF Annual Report, 2018).

3.3.3.1 Necessary Resources for Implementing Biosecurity and Welfare

Strategy

The most crucial resources for implementing the strategic focus area of sustaining

biosecurity and welfare is to succeed with GSF´s Post-smolt strategy and Digitalization

strategy, in addition to continuous RD efforts to develop preventive measures to prevent
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sea lice and algae issues (GSF Annual Report, 2018).

3.3.3.2 GSF´s Biosecurity and Welfare Resources and Capabilities – VRIO

Analysis

The resources of GSF that contributes to improved biosecurity and welfare entails their

post-smolt strategy, GSF Precision Farming program and preventive measures. The first

two resources have been identified as valuable an organized to GSF and crucial resources

if GSF is to succeed with their 2020 program. In addition to these resources, the company

has made large investment in developing preventive resources to sea lice and algae issues;

Aeration systems, algal monitoring systems and sea lice skirts. These will be further

examined below.

Preventative Measures In 2018, GSF spent NOK 40 million on investments in aeration

systems, algal monitoring and lice skirts in order to prevent diseases (GSF Capital Markets

Update, 2018). Aeration systems reduce the risk of algal issues and increases the survival

rate among fish when algae blooms occur. Algae monitoring entails the analysis of daily

water samples by applying the sensor technology that is described earlier. Sea lice skirts is

the last preventive measure that is added to the pens when there is prediction of sea lice

blooms. This ensures cleaner fish GSF Annual Report, 2018). These resources are to a

large extent affecting GSF´s ability to sustain biosecurity and welfare of fish.

The preventative measures such as aeration systems, sea lice skirts and algae monitoring

are all considered to be valuable resources for GSF. By applying aeration systems, GSF

may stabilize suboptimal oxygen condition in their open pens so feed conversion rates are

lowered. Implementing the resources will mitigate the threats that GSF experiences from

high water temperatures (thermal delousing) that cause decrease appetites, slow growth

rates and low-level feed utilization. As these factors contributes to higher production costs

and poor fish welfare, investment in aeration systems will lead to improved husbandry

practices and hence cost-efficiency for GSF. This resource is especially contributing to

improved feeding processes, which contributes to lowered costs for GSF. This also entails

superior quality of the fish and may increase value for end customers. It is therefore
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considered a highly valuable resource.

In addition to the aeration systems, real-time indicator monitoring for algae movements are

valuable to the company as daily water samples reveals identification of species, prevalence

and distribution of present algae. By obtaining reliable data from pens, GSF are able to

predict algae blooms and remove the subjective rationale behind feeding decisions, which

then would be optimized. As a result, the quality and welfare of the fish is improved,

mortality is decreased, and production costs are lowered. This is valuable to GSF because

the risk of losing crucial harvesting volumes due to algae blooms are mitigated. Thus,

their utilization of licenses may be improved. Monitor systems are therefore a valuable

resource to the company in securing biosecurity and welfare.

The sea lice skirts are the third resource that is valuable for GSF to secure biosecurity and

welfare. As the resource is a non-medical lice control measure, the interference with the

fish is minimal and this will reduce stress in salmon and increase welfare. As consumers’

perception of medical treatment is assumed to be negative, the treatment by sea lice skirts

may improve the perception of quality and hence value to the customer. Moreover, by

shielding the upper level of the pens, the risk of sea lice infection is significantly reduced,

and the costs of lice treatment and lost growth is therefore mitigated. This increases

GSF´s cost efficiency and improves utilization of licenses. Sea lice skirts are therefore a

valuable resource for GSF, as it contributes to an overall lowered level of sea lice, lower

production costs and improved fish welfare.

Though it is established that the abovementioned resources are valuable to GSF, neither

of them is rare in the industry. Aeration systems, algae monitor systems and sea lice skirts

are technologies that may be acquired by other players in the industry. It will require

capital and investments and integration to own processes and management procedures,

which may be challenges for smaller farmers. Though, the physical resources are provided

by external suppliers and may therefore be bought off the shelf from competitors. This

implies that competitors who possess the same resources as GSF will assumingly exploit

them with the same strategic purpose as GSF. The preventive resources that GSF has in

order to sustain biosecurity and welfare are therefore not rare and will only contribute to

competitive equality.
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The preventive measures are properly organized in GSF´s business because the company is

fully exploiting them and creating value. GSF possess human and technological capabilities

to coordinate the use of resources in an effective way so they are exploited to a maximum

level and creating proper synergies between the pens and external environment.

Aeration systems is functioning as a management control system that monitor oxygen

levels and automatically adjust them during temperature fluctuations. As algae monitoring

is contributing to historical data samples, management of GSF are provided by reliable

data that may be compared to previous years and improve forecasts. Subjectivity are

therefore mitigated in decision-making processes and decisions are more confident. In

addition, GSF has shared library files from their algae monitoring in different locations

and they are used for training global staff to recognize potential harmful algae and blooms.

This will shorten the learning curve of staff and improve organizational capabilities. In

addition, by monitoring and predicting sea lice levels, GSF´s management would possess

the competency to decide when sea lice skirts should be exploited. The preventive resources

are therefore organized within GSF.

GSF the preventive resources of GSF are not rare, the chances of other competitors

imitating them are large. As the physical resources may be bought off the shelf from

external vendors, they are not difficult to imitate by competitors. However, it will be

a costly process and competitors does not possess the same long-term benefits as GSF

currently has, if they decide to acquire them. The aeration systems and se lice skirt are

relatively easy resources to imitate, as they do not require significant historical influence

nor an interaction to the company´s core values, culture or procedures. However, the algae

monitor systems are more beneficial in a long-term perspective, as increasing amounts of

data results in improved accuracy of predictions and management skills. This increases

the difficulty for competitors to imitate. Though, as all of the abovementioned resources

in practice may be imitated, GSF does not obtain any competitive advantage.

3.3.3.3 Requirement of Future Investments in Biosecurity and Welfare

The analysis above reveals that GSF possess important resources for taking preventive

measures that sustain their biosecurity and welfare strategy. In addition, it is discovered
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that for some of the resources, benefits will increase on a long-term basis. GSF should

therefore continue to invest in the abovementioned resources in order to mitigate both

current and future threats.

The company should consider investing in additional permanent sea lice skirts, as this is a

sustainable preventative method to reduce the consequences of sea lice and ensure high

harvesting volumes and capacity utilization. The aeration systems should be implemented

in all existing and future pens, so the oxygen levels are controlled and feeding processes

maximized. GSF should continue to invest in algae monitoring systems in order to obtain

data from all facilities in a cloud-based platform that is available to all stakeholders

of the company. In addition, the company should continue to use these platforms and

data for staff learning purposes, because more accurate predictions are dependent on the

management capabilities.

3.3.3.4 Implementing Cooperative or Individual New Investments?

GSF is currently spending large amounts of capital on the investments of prevention

resources. As these are already installed and applied to the company´s facilities and

operations, cooperation with peers in performing new investments are limited.

Though, as the physical resources are obtained from third party vendors, development and

improvement of resources are subject to these suppliers. As the industry challenges applies

to all competitors, a strong focus area for all salmon farmer is to implement preventative

measures for securing biosecurity and welfare of fish. One can therefore suggest that it

might be beneficial for GSF to create cooperative measures with peers and the suppliers

of preventative resources in order to secure a positive development. If GSF and peers

invest in the RD of these vendors, the positive effects from resources may increase and

contribute to improve biological conditions and footprint in the overall industry. This

could potentially lead to additional licenses to operate and increased capacity utilization.

As a result, GSF position in the industry will be strengthened.

Moreover, it is suggested that new investments in algae monitor systems should be

implemented in cooperation with peers. Sharing historical and real-time data from
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surveillance may increase the opportunities to predict outbreaks. These benefits are

related to the effect from the AquaCloud cooperation, and it may therefore be suggested

that GSF invest with its peers in the same manner in order to optimize the value form

their biosecurity and welfare strategy.

3.4 Expansion Opportunities and Possible Outcomes

from GSF 2020 Program

Acquiring the necessary resources and implementing the post smolt strategy will result

in significant expansion opportunities for GSF. Though, the analysis above reveals that

GSF current do not possess any resources that contributes to a competitive advantage.

Suggestions for new investments have therefore been presented, and which of these that

should be implemented alone or in cooperation with peers.

Though, as stated in the introduction of this thesis, the main issue in the salmon farming

industry is a stagnating growth due to sea lice and biological issues. This is resulting in

poor utilization of licenses and a cap from the Norwegian government on production and

license allocation. Therefore, solving the industry challenges in order to create expansion

opportunities are a goal for GSF and all of its peers. From the VRIO-analysis, it becomes

evident that taking cooperative measures to fulfill the GSF 2020 program is beneficial, as

the initiatives may contribute to an improved biological situation in the industry as a total,

which will be cost-effective for GSF. These implications would enhance opportunities for

further growth, both for GSF and the industry. Some of these effects and opportunities will

be briefly discussed below, highlighting the opportunities GSF has for further development

and expansion.

3.4.1 Expansion Opportunities and Possible Outcomes by Post

Smolt Strategy

Larger and more robust smolt reduces the time in seawater, exposure to biological issues

and mortality rate. This increase harvesting volumes and utilization of licenses in each
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farming site. Hence, costs will be reduced and GSF will have greater benefits from

economies of scale. These consequences are the essence of impacts from the post smolt

strategy. However, if the biological risks and environmental footprint is reduced by the

post smolt strategy, GSF is subject to new development licenses and hence increased

growth opportunities. In addition, since industry rivalry are centered to licenses and price

competition, GSF would increase their competitive position in the industry if obtaining

additional licenses for salmon farming. It will also improve cost efficiency because it

reduces the need of capital expenditures in seawater production and improves economies

of scale as harvesting volumes increases.

3.4.2 Collaboration and Data-sharing by Digitalization Strategy

Because the biological challenges apply to all salmon farming companies in the industry,

there is a common goal of solving these. However, one company does not possess the

necessary resources to solve these issues alone, as challenges is affecting the surrounding

environment and each respective production facility. If one salmon farmer is able to

control the biological challenges in its pens, the investments may have been made in vain,

as diseases such as sea lice may be contagious form one nearby facility to another. It

is therefore of equally importance that farmers invest in resources that contributes to

reduction of biological issues. As collective data sharing leads to enhanced predictions and

control, several data contributors will improve the reduction of biological challenges in the

industry as a total.

Additionally, as production capacity and licenses are restricted by the government due to

biological challenges, investing in collaborative resources may send positive signals to the

Norwegian government about the efforts and resources spent to solve these challenges. If

evidence proves that these measures contributes to an improvement, legislative changes may

occur and facilitate growth opportunities. As a result, GSF could be awarded development

licenses and hence increase their production in the future.
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3.4.3 Improved Social License to Operative by Biosecurity and

Welfare Strategy

Investing with peers in resources for acquiring, sharing and analyzing data may also have

a positive impact on the biosecurity and welfare strategy, as this could strengthen the

company´s social license to operate in certain regions. Because GSF´s peers have licenses

and production in the same areas as the company, the companies will be subject to the

same biological issues and thereby also focus on prevention. The measures taken by one

company may also affect the other, as diseases are contagious and local communities may

not separate the amount of damage caused by one respective salmon farmer to another.

The total footprint will therefore be perceived to be a result of all salmon farmers. GSF

and peers should therefore cooperate with abovementioned resources and strategies in

order to strengthen the total perception of salmon farming in each respective area.

As a result of cooperating in the RD and implementation of preventative measures, GSF´s

could gain a positive acceptation of production practices by its employees, stakeholders

and general public and environment. The results will be stronger trust in the company

and potential sources for value creation and further production. In addition, as local

governments are contributing to local regulations and restrictions in salmon production,

reducing the footprint of the total salmon farming in the areas could potentially lead to

new licenses and lower capacity constraints. This could improve GSF´s position in local

areas and on a total industry basis. It is therefore suggested that GSF should contribute to

invest in resources to implement biosecurity and welfare, and that data-sharing platforms

and RD efforts should be executed in the cooperation with peers.

3.5 Conclusion Internal Analysis

The analysis of the strategic focus areas that comprises the GSF 2020 program for

sustainable growth has revealed valuable insights regarding required resources for strategic

implementation, which of these GSF currently is in possession of, and last what resources

that is subject to further investments in order to implement the strategy. Each resource
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important to GSF for implementing their 2020 strategy is analyzed following Barney´s

(1995; 1991) VRIO model, in order to reveal any sources of competitive advantage for the

company. An analysis of which resources GSF should individually invest in, and which

resources that should be collaborative investments is followed.

In order to implement the post-smolt strategy, GSF possess the necessary resources, which

entails post-smolt facilities and the required technology in the production process. GSF

currently owns these resources, which are valuable and organized within the company.

Though, as competitors can acquire and imitate resources, they are not rare nor inimitable.

Thus, GSF´s resources subject to their post-smolt strategy is contributing to competitive

parity for the company. It is suggested that GSF invests in further upgrading of smolt

facilities in BC, so all farming sites are self-sufficient on smolt. This investment should

be implemented solely by GSF without cooperating with peers. However, GSF should

continue its cooperation with NRS with investing in their joint venture facility in Finnmark,

as this improves cost-efficiency and reliability of smolt. The company should also consider

investing in new smolt-facilities in cooperation with peers in the future.

The second focus area of the 2020 program, namely digitalization, requires resources within

sensor systems, big data platforms, automatization, artificial intelligence and operation

centers. Complementary resources are collective data-driven platforms for analysis purposes.

GSF currently holds all the above-mentioned resources and they are structured under the

GSF Precision Farming program. Resources are considered to be valuable and properly

organized within GSF´s business, but they are neither rare nor inimitable for industry

competitors. In addition, the company possess the complementary resource platform

AquaCloud, which is valuable and organized. Though, none of GSF´s resources are rare

or inimitable, giving GSF a competitive parity. It is suggested that GSF further invest

in new operations centers in all regions in order to implement GSF 2020 program, and

that the acquirement of this resource is done individually. Though, the company should,

collectively with peers, continue to share data via the AquaCloud platform and potentially

attract NRS and SALM to the collaboration.

Biosecurity and welfare is the last strategic focus area for GSF, and the necessary resources

for implementing this strategy is the preventive resources aeration systems, algae monitor
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systems and sea lice skirts. GSF has already invested in these resources and possess the

necessary requirements. Though, resources are only considered valuable and organized,

and not rare nor inimitable for competitors. As the rest of GSF´s resources, they will only

lead to competitive parity and not to a competitive advantage.

In order to implement the biosecurity and welfare strategy, GSF needs to continue the

investments in algae monitor systems in a cloud-based platform accessible to the whole

company. Additional investments in permanent lice skirts should also be considered in

the future, and aeration systems implemented in all future production facilities. Except

for cloud-based data systems, all of the mentioned investments should be performed

individually by GSF. However, GSF should consider investing in RD of vendors who supply

the equipment for issue prevention. This should be executed in cooperation with peers in

order to maximize benefits from outcomes. An additional cloud-based platform for algae

monitor systems should be a future investment for GSF and implemented together with

peers for improved data quality and prediction.
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4 Conclusion

The Norwegian salmon farming industry has experienced a rapid growth up to recent years.

Since 2012 harvesting volumes has stagnated due to biological challenges and restrictive

government policies on farming licenses. Sea lice and other biological issues are affecting

fish mortality and result in an underutilization of licenses. Further growth is therefore

dependent on improving this utilization or gaining new licenses to operate. This may only

be achieved if biological challenges are solved.

In order to face these challenges and sustain further growth, Grieg Seafood has developed

a new strategy called GSF 2020 Program for Sustainable Growth, which includes the four

strategic focus areas: Post-smolt Strategy, Digitalization in Salmon Farming, Biosecurity

and Fish Welfare and Expansion Opportunities. The discussion is to what extent the

investments required to implement this strategy should be executed in cooperation with

peers, and what consequences these measurements will have on the competitive position of

GSF. An industry analysis has been conducted in order to understanding the underlying

forces of competition in the industry GSF operates in and the main causes to profitability.

The findings from the industry analysis reveals that the salmon farming industry is shaped

by low rivalry, high entry barriers, high supplier power, moderate power of buyers and

low threat of substitutes. This industry structure further reveals that the value generated

in the industry is mostly retained by players in the industry and is not constrained or

limited by entrants, buyers or substitutes. However, some generated value is captured by

suppliers.

The new technological focus and development in the industry are found to enhance

incremental shifts in the industry structure. The low intensity of rivalry among competitors

may be further reduced and entry barriers even stronger. Technological developments

are also found to increase growth in the industry. These findings enhance the profit

opportunities in the industry. Despite these benefits, suppliers may gain more bargaining

power from the technological development, which may deter the industry´s profit potential.

The findings from the industry analysis further identified key success factors in the industry
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as cost-efficiency, maximum utilization and gaining new licenses, economies of scale and

technological developments. These factors are critical performance areas necessary to

be competitive in the salmon farming industry. The extent that GSF should cooperate

with peers in implementing their 2020 Program is therefore dependent on the outcomes a

collaboration will have on these success factors.

As the industry analysis has revealed the necessary sources of competitive positions in the

industry, the internal analysis has been conducted in order to explore GSF´s competencies,

cost position and competitive viability in the industry. The internal analysis has also

identified and evaluated the most crucial resources of GSF when implementing the 2020

program.

Findings from the VRIO- analysis shows that GSF possess the necessary resources to

implement the four strategic focus areas comprising their new 2020 program. These

resources are considered to be valuable to GSF, as they exploit the opportunities in

the industry and reduces the threats. Resources and capabilities are also found to be

well-organized within the organization of GSF. Though, the internal analysis of GSF´s

finds that neither of the resources are rare nor inimitable in the long run. This reveals

that GSF currently does not possess a competitive advantage in the industry.

As the internal analysis reveals that GSF are unable to gain a competitive position in the

industry solely by existing resources and capabilities, it is suggested that the company

cooperates with peers in the implementation of certain investments in order to improve

their opportunities for achieving a competitive advantage in the industry.

The findings suggest that GSF should continue with the cooperation with NRS and further

invest in the joint venture the companies have with the smolt-facility in Finnmark. GSF

should also consider future investment in joint ventures with peers in new smolt-facilities.

The analysis further suggests that GSF will benefit from continuing the collaboration with

AquaCloud and sharing company-specific data with peers. Findings further reveals that

benefits may be increased if the remaining peers NRS and SALM joins the initiative. In

addition to these cooperative measures, GSF should consider investing in the RD efforts

of technology suppliers in collaboration with peers. To sustain biosecurity and welfare,

a cloud-based platform for algae monitoring should be implemented with peers for data
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sharing and prediction purposes.

The findings show that these collaborative measurements may enhance GSF´s competitive

position by improving the performance areas identified as the industry´s key success

factors. These collaborative investments may increase GSF´s chances of succeeding with

their 2020 program and reach a harvesting volume of 100 000 GWT tons in 2020, by

reducing the biological challenges and hence enhance cost-efficiency, improve utilization of

licenses and increase growth and expansion opportunities.

Even though the suggested collaboration with peers in implementing the 2020 program are

contributing to an improved competitive position, it is uncertain to what extent they will

lead to a competitive advantage. As the collaborative measures are beneficial for both GSF

and its peers, there are limited opportunities for GSF to achieve a superior performance

above industry players. Though, findings reveal that the only chance growth may be

facilitated in the industry, is if the biological challenges are solved. Since no player may

solve these challenges individually, industry players must engage in cooperative measures.
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Appendix

A1 Production cycle in the salmon farming industry

The production cycle in salmon farming is an extensive and long process, which can take

up to three years – 10 - 16 months in fresh water, and then 14 - 22 months in sea water.

Among others, temperatures in fresh- and sea water play a crucial role for salmon growth

(MH Handbook, 2018). Therefore, the total production cycle may differ, since sea water

temperatures in different regions vary throughout the year. In order to better reflect the

natural process of salmon farming, the production cycle can be divided into three stages

(see figure below);

Figure A1.1: Prodcution Cycle

Source: MH Handbook (2018)
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Egg and spawn production:

The production of salmon begins with salmon eggs or roe, which are either produced

internally or bought from suppliers. Then, after being kept in fresh water for approximately

two months, the salmon eggs or roe usually hatch and turn into alevins. Next, after five

to six weeks, the alevins further develop into fry. Hereafter, the fry is usually fed by

specifically compromised nutrients in order to ensure rapid growth, before being moved to

larger fresh water tanks for a period of 10 - 16 months (MHG Handbook, 2018). During

its time in fresh water, the fry will develop into parr and continue to grow if temperatures

are held optimal. Finally, the parr will undergo statutory vaccination in order to develop

immunity against diseases (Lovdata.no).

Smoltification and harvesting:

After a period of 10-16 months in fresh water tanks, the parr undergoes the process of

smoltification and is referred to as salmon. Smoltification is the process of transferring

the parr to sea water cages located near fjords or bays. At this time the weight of the

salmon is usually around 60-100 grams, but in recent years it has become more common

to let the salmon grow to 100-1000 grams in order to prevent sea lice and other diseases

(EY, 2018). The salmon remains in the sea water cages for approximately 14-22 months,

depending on when the salmon reaches the optimal harvest size of 4-5 kg. Lastly, the

salmon is transported to the harvesting plants for primary- and secondary processing.

Salmon processing:

In general, the industry has integrated the processing as a part of the salmon production,

in addition to the ordinary farming operations. The salmon processing can be divided into

primary- and secondary processing. Primary processing refers to slaughtering and gutting,

while secondary processing refers to fillet trimming, smoking, portioning and different

cuttings, or wrapping with modified atmosphere (MHG Handbook, 2018). Salmon is

referred to as value-added products (VAP) once it’s been through secondary processing.
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Due to easier consumption as ready-meals instead of whole fish, the demand for these

products has increased over the years, despite being priced substantially higher.

Source: MH Handbook (2018).

A2 Salmon disease and prevention and treatment

The industry’s biggest challenge is sea lice, a parasite that can cause open wounds resulting

infections, potentially to death. The spread of salmon lice has been the industry’s major

headache in recent years, and treatment is costly. This threat has resulted in salmon

farmers postponing the seeding of smolt, while others are forced to slaughter the salmon

before optimal slaughter weight. This has a negative effect on the supply curve in the

industry, which decreases the quantity of salmon in the market and leads to a price increase

due to limited supply. Thus, value will be lost for the producers, as producer surplus

decreases.

The different types of diseases that are most frequently observed in salmon farming are

solved with both technological measures and medicines. Even though the majority of

diseases are controlled by vaccinations and treatment, several others will have no effect

from such measures and are more reliant on other techniques for disease prevention. Among

the most dominating techniques among industry players to prevent blooming of sea lice

is implementing sea skirts or other prevention barriers, mechanical removal systems for

infected fish and cleaner fish placed in sea water (MH Handbook, 2018).

Salmon needs to be vaccinated at early stages of the production cycle to prevent resurrection

of diseases in sea water and mitigate the need of medical treatments. The use of antibiotics

in the industry is therefore low.
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A3 Future and Current Technological Trends

N ew Solutions for Farming in Open Net Pens (ONP)

From a historically perspective, an open-cage production cost of 37 NOK/kg seems high.

Though, this is a lower level in comparison to other production methods and technological

trends. The successfulness of using open cages has been large, due to clean waters, cost-

effective cages and unique fjords and surrounding environmental factors (PWC, 2017).

However, there are large biological challenges associated with this production method, and

the access to suitable farming sites in Norway is a scarce resource. As technologies are

implemented in the industry, the cost-efficiency of ONP may be decreased over time due

to new trends such as closed cages. The competitive advantage of farmers using ONP is

therefore decreased. However, the production cycle in ONP is currently experiencing a

shift where technologies such as Artificial Intelligence and Big Data models, combined with

machine learning and automatization techniques, may improve decision-making processes

and production efficiency (PWC, 2017).

N ew Technology for Farming in Closed Containment Systems (CCS)

The megatrend with closes and semi-closed systems is combining the aspects from both

open-net farming methods and closed-cages (PWC, 2017). Though this method is still at

a RD stage where future uncertainty is high. However, the future results look promising.

The benefits from closed or semi-closed systems are improved control and hence lower

biological diseases such as decreased sea lice levels. Experts in the industry is in the

opinion that within 2050, approximately 21% of the production volume of salmon will

come from CCS´s, which emphasize the possible growth opportunities by implementing

this method (PWC, 2017). However, production costs are estimated to be much higher by

implementing CCS than ONP. This is mostly a result of higher financing- and depreciation

costs, in addition to the lack of related cost data and forecasts. Though, sea lice levels

are expected to be significantly lower in CCS in the future in comparison to ONP (PWC,

2017). A trade-off must therefore be made between the possible outcomes of each method.
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Offshore Farming – Both Open and Closed

Off-shore farming is expected to be a game changer in the salmon farming industry if the

method proved to be successful. The scarcity of suitable farming sites that possess good

environmental conditions is disadvantageous for future industry growth. This hindrance

is mitigated by offshore farming, as it opens up for a vast number of new farming areas

(PWC, 2017). The idea behind offshore farming facilitates is to move the production so far

from the shore so that sea lice and other contagious diseases will not affect neither farmed

nor wild salmon. This method is also still in a RD stage. However, if the results are

positive, is estimated that the industry will experience a 10% growth in harvest volumes

(PWC, 2017). Similar to the CCS-systems, the costs associated with offshore farming are

uncertain and data is limited. Investments in this development is therefore very risky with

high sunk costs. Though, the long-term opportunities with offshore farming are endless if

results are profitable and commercially feasible (PWC, 2017).

Recirculation Aquaculture Systems (RAS) – Both Land and Sea-based

RAS-systems are efficient as they contribute to a more controlled environment and to

resolve the issue regarding sea lice, fish escapes and nutrient discharge in seawater. In

the salmon farming industry today, RAS systems are most valuable as they contribute

to produce larger smolt to be deployed, decrease seawater time, increase robustness of

salmon and hence contributes to a greater resiliency towards biological diseases and viruses

(PWC, 2017). However, there are indicators signifying that Norwegian salmon farmers

may be afraid of the outcomes from full cycle RAS-productions. These facilities do not

require pure and sheltered fjords, which may disturb the comparative advantage Norwegian

salmon farmers possess. RAS-productions is becoming more and more popular abroad,

which may decrease barriers to entry and result in a greater number of suppliers in the

industry (PWC, 2017). Estimates for the costs of RAS-production is highly uncertain, but

high due to large investments. However, there seem to be a compliance between industry

players that RAS-production will have a decreasing cost-level over time. The RAS-method

is securing a development to salmon farming where problems such as sea lice, license costs
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or environmental footprints are non-existing (PWC, 2017).

Other Farming Technologies

The four described salmon farming technologies above are currently the most promising

in the industry securing future growth and development. However, in the research and

implementation phase of these technologies, several and new methods may occur. Moreover,

there may be environmental or biological risks occurring that we have yet not foreseen,

which may result in more critical challenges than in the current industry (PWC, 2017).

These events are referred to as “black swans” and one potential threat that may be a

significant issue to salmon farmers in the future, is the growing amount of microplastics in

the ocean and fish. If the level of plastics reaches an amount where it causes damage to

fish health and welfare, measures must be taken at an immediate manner to resolve the

current challenges. The production trends described above may therefore not be sufficient

in securing future growth opportunities (PWC, 2017).

A4 NCE Seafood Innovation Cluster and AquaCloud

The NCE Seafood Innovation Cluster

The Seafood Innovation Cluster is a program with 57 partners and members that in

2015 received a status as a Norwegian Centre of Expertice (NCE), which is supported by

the government with funding from 2015-2025 (NCE, 2019). The purpose of NCE is to

ensure sustainable innovation and create potential growth possibilities in both national

and international markets. This is conducted by a focus on creating dynamic industry

clusters by collaboration between players (NCE, 2019). Therefore, the purpose of the

Seafood Innovation Cluster is to enable sustainable growth in the seafood industry and

strengthen the long-term industry collaboration (The Seafood Innovation Cluster, 2019).

The partners in the Seafood Innovation Cluster all represents the entire value-chain, from

ingredients and feed production to fisheries, processing and distribution and sales. The

cluster has contributed to an increased trust between members and established meeting
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points where RD projects are stimulated and common strategies are created (The Seafood

Innovation Cluster, 2019). There has been an absence of such foundations in the salmon

farming in industry where cooperation between players are facilitated. However, with

an RD budget of NOK 800 mill, the Seafood Innovation Cluster provides important

foundations for establishing cooperative measures between the salmon farmers that are

members. The Norwegian Government is already rewarding farming companies that

are contributing to sustain the industry by issuing development licenses with almost no

additional costs.

AquaCloud Platform

From the use of artificial intelligence and big data, the AquaCloud Platform was launched

in April 2017 with a goal of bringing sea lice to a sustainable level and hence reduce

the use of medical treatments in the salmon farming industry (The Seafood Innovation

Cluster, 2019). The initiative is creating a cloud-based system where massive amounts of

big data from members are collected and stored. This collection will serve as assistants to

researchers and fish health managers by giving important insights and knowledge regarding

the environmental and biological situation. Members are therefore given the opportunity

to take proactive measures by a combination of fact-based analyses from the collection of

data, and experiences-based intuition and trends (The Seafood Innovation Cluster, 2019).

The current members of the AquaCloud platform today consist of the salmon farmers:

Mowi, Grieg Seafood, Bremnes Seashore, Lerøy and SalmoNor, in addition to The Institute

of Marine Research. Moreover, BarentsWatch and The Sea Lice Research Centre are both

contributing to the knowledge and research of AquaCloud by providing additional data

(The Seafood Innovation Cluster, 2019). For the members, the AquaCloud collaboration

will result in the possibility to predict sea lice developments in cages over 1-2 weeks,

and hereby facilitate an evaluation and proposition of the responding effects and actions,

both biologically and financially. This would give salmon farmers the opportunity to

reduce fish mortality and improve their biological performance by targeting more effective

methodologies within Feed and Disease Management and brood stock management in the

future (The Seafood Innovation Cluster, 2019).
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As patters and trends with big data is more accurate and preventive as the amount of data

collected increases, members will have improved benefits from sharing data cooperatively.

Problems regarding sea lice and other biological challenges are subject to all salmon

farmers in the industry, and regardless of their size and investments, one player cannot

solve these issues alone. The daily anonymized data from more than 2800 fish cages in

Norway therefore contributes to a more extensive overview, mapping the environmental

status of all members in different geographical areas.

A5 Feed Costs

In the salmon farming industry, feed constitutes about half of the total production costs

and is the largest fixed costs. It is therefore a key focus area for salmon farmers for

potential decrease or improvement. The use of marine commodities is declining as the

marine resources are limited, and RD efforts are striving to find new ingredients, such as

krill and insect-derived proteins (EY, 2018). Another challenge for both salmon farmers

and the environment is the feed waste, where about 7% of all feed is never eaten by the

fish. More advanced technologies and software are needed to create efficient feed utilization

in order to reduce feed waste and costs for salmon farmers (Forskning.no, 2017).

A6 Government Policies

Legal

The salmon farming industry in Norway is highly influenced by governmental entities,

where the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Fishery (MTIF) is the most prominent. In

terms of legislation, the industry is mainly subject to the Aquaculture Act and the Food

Safety Act, although there are other numerous laws which basically have emerged from

the above (MHG, 2018).

Salmon farming licenses are strictly required in order to operate in the industry. This

is the main reason why the barriers to enter are high in the industry and why it might
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be impossible for new entrants to enter. Each license granted allows farming in either

fresh-or seawater. The total number of licenses determines the maximum amount of fish a

company can hold at sea, i.e. the maximum allowed biomass (MAB). Due to the risk of

disease outbakes in regions with higher water temperature, the government has in general

set the MAB per license to 780 tons, except for Troms and Finnmark where it currently is

945 tons per license (MH Handbook, 2018).

In addition to the limitations imposed by licenses, each production site also has its own

MAB, generally varying between 2 340 – 4 680 tons. Until 2015, no salmon farming

company could control more than 15% of the total licensed biomass in Norway. As of

2015 this changed so that the ownership limitation was increased to 50% instead, hence

increasing the consolidation between industry players and strengthen the market position

of the largest salmon farmers (MH Handbook, 2018).

Since 1982, new licenses have only been distributed a few times by the government. The last

license rounds were in 2014 and 2015 which sparked great excitement in the industry. Two

new categories were announced; Green licenses and Development licenses. Green licenses

hold a higher technological standard than ordinary licenses and requires documentation

of reduced fish escapes and sea lice. This new MAB regime required a company to

exchange one old license to obtain two green licenses. Development licenses required

exploration of new sea farming concepts that can benefit the industry. A total of 45 green

licenses were awarded by the Norwegian government in 2014 (NDF, 2018). Currently, the

Norwegian government has awarded seven companies with development licenses, although

63 applications have been submitted in total (NDF, 2018). The significant investments

and the considerable uncertainty about whether the projects succeed may be deterrent to

potential newcomers.

Environmental

The most significant environmental factors affecting the salmon farming industry is

pollution, environmental waste and environmental change. These factors are the

background for the Norwegian authorities implementing development licenses and other

legislations (MHG Handbook, 2018). In addition, diseases, fish escapes, local environmental
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damage to other related industries and long-term effect of temperature changes are other

critical considerations that affect the legislative foundations in the industry.

B iological challenges

Despite the continuous improvement of facilities and practices related to fish health, the

industry still experiences significant problems related to diseases. In recent years there

have been breakthroughs for vaccines that cure several diseases, which in turn have more

or less eliminated the use of antibiotics. On the other hand, viruses constitute an industrial

threat, such as pancreatic disease (PD) and infectious salmon anemia (ISA) that has no

cure or treatment. Disease outbreaks of this type are problematic as it can spread very

quickly due to the high density of salmon in the cages. PD is a common disease that

the industry experiences, which affects the appetite of the salmon, creates open wounds,

makes it apathetic and increases the mortality rate (MH Handbook, 2018).

Geographical Boundaries and Temperature Limitations

There are also geographical restrictions related to salmon farming as there are only a

few regions that are suitable for salmon farming in Norway. There are many conditions

that has to be in place for a salmon farming facility to be placed in a certain location.

These includes the seawater temperature and government approvals for new farming

sites. It is expected that the current seawater temperatures will rise in the future due to

global warming and other environmental factors (MH Handbook, 2018). According to the

Norwegian Research Council (2013) salmon farms in Finnmark and Nordland will benefit

the most of the prospective rising sea temperatures because of temperatures in the north

being lower than in south and can withstand bigger temperature increases before farming

becomes impossible (NRC, 2013).

In 2015 the government announced revised regulation for the salmon farming industry, and

as of 2017, the MTIF implemented a new regulation which intend to ensure sustainable

growth in the coming years. (MH Handbook, 2018). The regulation divides the Norwegian

coast in 13 different areas of production corresponding to the colors green, yellow and
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red. Finnmark provides the best harvesting conditions and sites and is therefore mostly

preferred by Norwegian salmon farmers (Beringer Finance, 2017). The level of sea lice in

the respective areas decide what amount of MAB that may be harvested and whether there

will be an increase or decrease in the levels (MH Handbook, 2018). This is the rationale

behind the “traffic light system”. Green areas will allow MAB growth, while red areas will

reduce MAB with effect from 2019. Yellow areas will freeze the allowance until further. As

long as environmental circumstances are met, this traffic light system (combined with the

new MAB regime) will allow for an annual MAB growth of 3% (Regjeringen.no). Moreover,

the new traffic light system allows “green” areas to grow by 6% every second year. In 2017,

8 of 13 areas were defined as “green”, while 2 of the remaining 5 areas were defined as

“red”. This emphasize the potential risks related to licenses, as the government at any time

could decide to set production restriction for respective licenses. The licenses in Rogaland

and Finnmark comprises 945 tons, which is approximately 21% more than in the rest of

Norway (MH Handbook, 2018).

A7 Threat from International Markets, Players and

Governments

The salmon farming industry is attractive due to its high returns. As the Norwegian

salmon farming industry is exporting salmon both in Europe and internationally, factors

such as GDP, exchange rates and price of raw material will affect the export, import and

domestic salmon production. Several of these factors may also contribute to the attraction

of foreign salmon farmers and provide different incentives and opportunities to enter the

salmon farming industry in both the Norwegian and global markets. The implication of

GDP, exchange rates and raw material prices will be discussed in the following sections

with regard to the threat of foreign players and markets.
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GDP and Exports

The growth in GDP is important as it leads to value creation and more circulation of

money in the economy. This will lead to a significantly lower likelihood of perceiving

price as a barrier to consuming fish (Myrland et.al., 2000). Jang and Chang (2014) found

support for a positive long-term relationship between GDP and consumption of salmon.

Since the majority of Norwegian salmon export goes to Europe, the relationship between

GDP and consumption of salmon is perceived to be confirmed. It is a generally high GDP

levels for most countries in Europe, which emphasize that this is a popular market for

export. International players may be attracted to the European, as high consumption may

indicate a high willingness to pay and therefore potential for value creation and higher

margins.

In addition, the World Bank estimates global GDP growth to be 2,8% per year, most of

which accrue to emerging markets and developing economies (4,6%) compared to advanced

economies (2%) (World Bank, 2019). One can therefore assume that these emergent

markets would experience a growing salmon consumption and increase imports. This

would give salmon farmers worldwide incentives to enter these emerging markets, and

Norwegian salmon farmers could therefore experience competition from international

players.

Exchange Rates, Interest Rates and Norwegian Exports

Most Norwegian salmon is sold internationally (approx. 85%), primarily in EUR, USD,

GBP and JPY. Norwegian salmon farming companies receive large amounts of export value

in foreign currencies, while their costs are in NOK. Therefore, fluctuations in exchange

rates represent a significant risk to the industry and its profitability. As a result of a low

Norwegian krone in the past years, exports have increased.

Interest rates in Norway are based on the interest rate set by the Norwegian Central

Bank. Throughout the last years the key policy rate has declined gradually, dropping and

remaining at the historical low level of 0,5% since May 2016 (Norges Bank). Since a low

interest rate usually decrease a country´s currency and tends to be unattractive for foreign
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investments, exports will hence experience an increase. It would therefore be attractive

for foreign countries to import Norwegian salmon due to the low currency. Though, it is

expected that the Norwegian Central Bank increases the interest rate gradually to 1,5% in

2020.

A8 Seawater temperatures

The ideal temperature for salmon is between 8 and 14 degrees Celsius. The closer to ideal

temperature the faster the salmon grows and the higher the volume. Temperatures near

14 degrees causes less diseases, while temperatures down to the freezing point causes mass

mortality. Norwegian sea temperatures are on average at 10 degrees, at varying in the

intervals between 6-16 degrees (MH Handbook, 2018).

Climate change has led to rising sea temperatures in Norwegian waters. In the medium-

term this may be beneficial for Norwegian salmon farmers, as the temperature will approach

the more ideal temperatures such as Chilean farmers experiences. In the long run, however,

it can have a destructive effect if the temperatures exceed the upper threshold for what the

salmon can withstand, which affects growth negatively (MH Handbook, 2018). However,

considering that Norwegian seawater temperature were remarkably low in 2017, it is

expected that this trend will continue in the coming years, implying less need for sea lice

treatments and slower production cycles (Nordea, 2018).
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